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office or before one of the income tax
men. The return must be in the office
on or before March 1, 1918. If it is
not in the office then the tax is auto
matically increased by 50 per cent.
The second penalty for a late return
is from $20 to $1000.
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IN THE FROZEN NORTH

But— and this seemed to us the signi
I)r. H. J. Hunt, formerly of Island ficant part--he went on to say that the
part of the world since the war. The
U H L if l A R L I l I
Falls, who has many friends in Houl- Eskimo at 60 is in the same physical
absence of a parental discipline may
Under the Income Tax which has
(St. John Standard)
ton, who recently accompanied Mac condition as the average white man at
There is an old saying of which J account for this in some way, but in been in force since 1913 there have
Millan
on his exploration to Crocker’s SO, absolutely past exertion and use
writers used to be very fond— “the i the city one cause is the lack of a pro- been individuals who, if unmarried,
Land,
gave
an informal sort of talk, fulness, and dependent upon others.
times change and we change with |per place for these young sinners had a net income tax in excess of
given
in
agreeably
conversational The moral would seem to be that
$3000, and if married a net income tax
them.” Isn’t it a good thing that we j against the law.
T im e May be Extended
style in one of our Maine cities. Two- civilization— in the last annalysis— is
do change In some respects.
“ If the return should reach the office
In the city court during December, in excess of $4000. Now that we are
thirds
of his time was spent in answer better, after all. Along this line,
The particular change which must 1916, there were 46 cases, while last at war it became necessary to raise on March 2 and the individual makes
ing
questions,
which were hurled at those of us who work in offices, and
have struck almost every thoughtful ; month the number was not above 16 greater revenue and Congress on Oct. affidavit to show that he mailed it in
him.
Nearly
every
one had a query, it w*ho lay claim to no especial prowess,
person this holiday season is the great or 18 for all causes. That there has 3 last passed the so-called war revenue time, he is relieved from the penalty.
live longer and produce more than the
difference which the New Brunswick been a marked difference in the num bill, which was signed by the Presi An individual or corporation, on appli seemed, and some of them more than
physical marvels held up to us in the
one.
Prohibition Act has made in the cele ber of prisoners since the first of May dent. That law says in effect we have cation to the collector, may receive an
physical culture magazines. Such, it
All
of
the
evidence
gathered
on
this
bration of both Christmas and New is tesifled to by another official who been taxing a portion of the popula- extension of 30 days from March 1 if
may be is the law of compensation.
T e a r’s Days. In former times these names the figures as an average of 14 Uon whose incomes we re in no case he has been ill or absent. In cases expedition, Dr. Hunt said, pointed to
W e ll— columns might be written
the
fact
that
Dr.
Cook
never
reached
days were ones to be marked by the to 15 persons in jail (fo r all crimes) under $3000. Now in this time of emer- where it is impossible for an individ
about Dr. Hunt’s talk. He paid a
common sight of drunken men in the as against 40 to 50 before the passing gency we will dip down and reach the ual to make his returns in time, he the Pole. Two of Cook’s guides were
tribute to the Eskimo dogs, just as
streets. “Celebrating”
another man of the prohibition act. Before May 1st ™en and women who have consider- may write to the internal revenue de with the expedition; and at a point
did Peary in an address at Bangor
in
plain
sight
of
land,
600
miles
from
would say with a smile, while the there have been as many as 85 people ably less. So-they lowered the exemp- partment at Washington, giving his
soon after he had discovered the pole
woman who witnessed the sad sight, occupying lodgings at the city and tion to $1000 in case of unmarried in reasons. The return made out should the Pole they stopped and said: “ This
dogs who, with the last ounce of
thought of the home which would be county expense. On January 3rd, a dividuals and $2000 in case of those be mailed to Collector Seth W. Jones, is as far as he went.” Being an ac
their
strength, will stagger to their
commodating sort of people, Eskimos
tragic instead of happy, for the mother year ago, there were 18 in jail (fo r all married.
Portsmouth, N. H.
places on the sleds and try to pul!
will
sometimes
lie
when
they
believe
and children.
crim es), yesterday there were 10 only.
“ That means, of course, that millions
In illustration of the tax, every
their white listeners want them to; their share of the loads.
The sheet at the police court used The saving to the city amounts to an
people who had never before paid citizen or resident of the United States
There w*as much amusement when
to be filled with names in the week average of $200 each month.
income tax to the federal government who has a net income for the calendar but in this case they had no such in
he told how, during the “ starvation
centive.
These
guides
had
told
their
following Christmas. This year there
These facts show if evidence were would now pay a tax. They went fa r year ending Dec. 31, 1917, in excess
wives and sweethearts about the Cook period” of the expedition, thebe dogs
are only a very few.
needed that no one act has effected ther and said, ‘Having reached down of $1000, if he is unmarried, and in ex
- usually fed upon rawr meat— refused
In the streets the sight of a man in such an improvement in such a com to the individual on a comparatively cess of $2000, if he is married, must fiasco long before the arrival of the
to touch the dog biscuit offered them
MacMillan
party;
and
they
stuck
to
toxicated would today be thought very paratively short period of time and the low salary, we must increase the taxes make a return of his net income. If
-whereupon the Eskimos turned to
their
story
consistently
until
the
end.
strange indeed, and late at night is as results of the reform are far-reaching. on those who are receiving greater he receives less than $3000 he makes
and ate them with a relish.
These
Furthermore,
members
of
the
partysafe as noon day for anyone to walk
An interesting fact is that the last salaries or incomes,’ and so they in his return on the form which is called
biscuits
were
of
horsemeat,
and
there
agreed, Cook handn't the equipment or
to their home.
few months the prohibition act has creased heavily what are called the 1040A. or the individual who has never
was plenty of hair and bone in them;
the
resources
to
do
what
he
claimed;
Then there can be no question as to greatly affected the numbers of those additional or surtaxes imposed on made a return or been subject to the
but their blood-warming qualities evi
the amount of human happiness which ,arreste(1 for debt The figures are for salaries larger than the average in- war revenue act, the rates and the ex it would have been a physical impos
dently
pleased the Eskimos. He told
sibility.
this act and its splendid enforcement 1916, there were 2,116 cases as against diividual receives. The war revenue
emptions of the act of Sept. 8 are of no
Peary did have the equipment and of the musk-ox, from whose thick
Ah* produced. In the reoent cold snap 649 civil suits last year. Many of those bill imposed additional taxes on in
concern. Take the married man with
forehead rifle bullets will glance; of
there was, no doubt, much dicomfort, who are summoned are able to pay the comes at graduated rates until they two children who receives as salary did come within striking distance of
walrus,
furnishing real sportsmen the
the Pole. The very strong inference
hut it appalls one to think how much money Instead of going to jail. Women reached the individual whose net in
$2500. As a married man he has a
most
royal
hunting on this continent:
is
that
he
reached
it.
just
as
he
said
greater would have been the suffering whose husbands used to be arrested come is in excess of $2,000,000 and the
specific exemption of $2000. If the
and of many other things.
he
did.
And
yet,
Dr.
Hunt
pointed
out
if the homes of many had not been for drunkenness and wife-beating bear rate of tax on that income is 50 per
two children are minors and under 18,
well provided with fuel. Last year, testimony that the pay envelope now cent, of the entire net income in ex- he may have $200 for each child, his there is no definite proof of 1 his for
by Peary’s tie
when the bars were open, the money is handed to them intact. Some say cess of $2,000,000. In the past there j total specific exemption is $2400 and proof was destroyed
.found its way into the pockets of the they never knew what the husband have been about 32,000 people making j jifip is his taxable income. Two pm* sire to share the final moment of his
From a source, which it can vouch
v.iih ns, oiher white man. W e
men who owned those bars, while now earned, but had to accept the small income tax returns, anc it is estimated
for
entire!> ; r •
’ ' *';i!
.....
cent, is the normal rate of tax and $2
nave only his unsupported word iuthe families are well provided for and residue which was left after the liquor that because of the lowered exemp
mg;on v >i .':
, . ... nays it is able to
is his tax.
Heuigh with the pi obabi!iti<
the little ones cared for and kept had been bought and consumed. Now tion the Govt, this year will have 320,i.nt‘ following account of condi
Txk£ a manii.u man without chil i:
warm.
tions in Berlin. The statement, which
it is a joyful thing to be handed the 000 individuals making such returns. dren with a net income or $600<* Hr
r< 1 2 .M iu m by Cook, the pre- !
At the movies it is no uncommon full pay envelope and be able to finance
“ There are two income tax laws in
is made by an observer at first hand,
valuator, sold for a profit," said Dr.
sight to see whole families, the hard the household in comparative comfort force now -an income tax imposed i will make his return on
which ' ombf’ * uu; out i040 with the Hunt. "The book written by Peary who only left Germany in the middle
working mother, the eldest daughter with the father of the family reformed March 1, 1913, which imposed a tax of
j war revenue bill provisions of this i did not. That puts rather a premium of December, reads:
holding the llttlest one by the hand
1
per
cent,
on
individual
incomes
in
“ The situation in Berlin is absolute
and working steadily.
j year. He will say, ‘I will make up my I on fiction, don’t you think?"
and the father, all enjoying the pic
I excess of $3000 of unmarried, and in
j return as about last year. Being a i Dr. Hunt described breiflv the ad ly awful. For the great mass of the
tured world flashed upon the screen!
i excess of $4000 if married and their
' married man I had an exemption of ventures and misadventures of the j population there hardly is any light,
and all happy together. No more wonincomes were not in excess of $20,000.
,$4000, $2000 being my taxable income. MacMillan expedition: but it was in* warmth, clothing or boots, and an ap
dering how father will be when he j
The act had then a graduated surtax
Immediate action will be taken
1 would take 2 per cent, of that and .describing the life of man and Least ( palling lack of food. The work of the
gets home on pay day, but comfort and
'against all persons, corporations, firms up to 10 per cent, on ir. comes of over find I am subject to a tax of $40. That north of Etah that he was most inter- j city is carried on by decrepit men and
enjoyment in the return of the wagehalf a million, and there was more or
1and associations, who manufacture
is exactly what I paid last year under esting. His description of the Eskimos' by women who are reduced to nearly
earner. N o shrinking quietly into a
less outcry that that was a pretty
for sale bread in any form, cake,
the act of Sept. 8.
But look at the . would fill a book- -and he drew his j the same condition. The linen worn
corner for fear of a blow, but the chil
heavy tax.
crackers, biscuits, pastry or other
act. of Oct. 5. I have only $2000 ex |word pictures with a simple eloquence by both sexes is abominably dirty, for
dren running Joyfully to meet “Dad.”
Pays T a x Under Two Laws
there is no soap to wash it. There is
bakery products (excepting however,
emption as a married man. I put , that defies reproduction.
That he
“ The law was in force for three
A very large amount of credit must those whose consumption of any flour
down my $2000 and find I have $4000 , cherishes for these primitive people of intensely bitter feeling among the
he given Chief Inspector Rev. W . D. and meal in the manufacture of such years, 1913, 1914 and 1915. On Sept
subject to the normal tax, I therefore the North a very deep and abiding a f ! people against the government. UnW lU o n and Inspectors Crawford and j products ls i ln the aggregate .less than 8, 1916, a second income tax law wa3 find I have a tax of $80 on that amount.
j doubted’ y there would be a revolt but
fection was self-evident. He painted
Barrett for the faithful and efficient ten barrels g montb) who fail (0 pro- passed. The essential change was
But 1 am not through. My net in and brought out their curious incon ler the fact— as the people are always
way in which they have discharged cure a license. Announcement to this that it imposed a norma 1 tax of 2 per
p a y in g - women cannot make a revolucome is $6000.'
sistencies -for they are so simpletheir duties, also for the great assist effect has been made by State Food cent, on the entire net income of an |
I tion.
ance given by Chief of Police Simpson Administrator Dr. Leon S. Merrill. individual above his exemptions. It J “ If a man has an income in excess minded as to be, in one way, like small
“ The government knows all of this
of $5000 under this act he is what is children or animals; and yet. in anoth
and hie police constables.
and forbids able-bodied men returning
This includes hotels, restaurants, oth changed slightly the sur taxes, so that ,
called a surtax payer, and you will er way, they can “ size up" their visi
to Berlin from the front. Officers are
The actual figures show that from er public eating places, and clubs, when a man’s income passed $l,00u,000
find that he must pay in addition to tors with a keen directness that many
the
surtax
or
tax
imposed
on
the
allowed to return there only in excep
December 25, 1915, to January 1st. who serve bread or other bakery
amount in excess of that figure was 13 his normal tax a surtax of 1 per cent. a white man might envy. They con tional circumstances. Hindenburg is
last year, the number of arrests for |products of their own baking,
He has an income between $ 5 0 i) ii and sidered Dr. f ’ook a charlatan from the
I loathed by the people of Berlin. Pladrunkeness was 24, while during thej
Application for license must be per cent.
$7500. He has .flono subject to 1 per first: but they looked upon Peary as
“ That act is still in force, and taxes
j cards with a picture of Hindenburg.
Mine period from Dec. 25th, 3917, to'm ade to the United States Food Adcent., or $10. The $80 is what we call genuine and strong.
I urging the population to subscribe to
Jan. 1st, 1018, only five were arrested ministration,
License Division, on are being imposed under it this year,
The most curious people, perhaps,
the normal tax under this act.
The
|
the loans, to hold out, etc., are torn
for the same offence. Not one woman forms prepared by it for that pur- The revenue act of Oct. 3. 1917, did
$10 is called the surtax; the $90 is the in the world. They have no religion, |down by the people of Berlin, although
has been in the Jail for drunkenness pose, which may be obtained on re- not repeal it, though it did impose antotal tax he will pay under the act of no government, no marriage rites, no in South Germany they are not touch
since May 1st, not even one of the quest.
, other income tax on the people with
Oct. 3. Therefore, the total tax due medicine. And yet, lacking religion ed at all. Over Berlin little notices
“old-timers.” The officials speak with
Any person who, without a license lowered exemptions and higher rates,
and government, they are marvelously are posted up offering a reward of 3000
on that income in 1917 is $130.
interest of the Improved appearance or whose license shall have been re- Both acts are now in force. Every
“ The income subject to tax is all in- , hospitable and friendly, living in an marks to any one giving information
• f these habitual offenders, who when yoked, knowingly engages in or car- Individual unmarried whose net income
atmosphere in which crime and strife I of persons who say anything against
mat upon the street look like different ries on any business for which a li- is in excess of $3000, amt every indi come received in 1917 in salaries.
and jealously are unknown; lacking
the government, the Emperor, the war
men and women.
. . i cense is required by the Food Admin- vidual married with an income of more " ’ages or compensation^ for personal
marriage rites, the men and women or the officers.
That the act has made no difference istration shall, upon conviction, be than $4000 pays income tax under the services of whatever kind and in what
are mutually considerate and happy;
“ The population of Berlin is divided
In the number of Juvenile criminals is punished by a fine not exceeding two acts. A man who has $150,000 ever fo rm ; income received from pro
lacking medicine they are absolutely roughly, into three classes— the upper
fessions,
vocations,
business,
trades,
a deplorable fact stated by the chief $5,000 or by imprisonment for not income is going to pay 5 per cent, ad
free from the diseases that scourge
military class, which adores Hinden
ditional tax on the act of Sept. 8 and commerce or sales, dealings in proper
o f police. Juvenile crime has increas- more than two years, or both.
the white race— save as white adventy,
real
or
personal,
growing
out
of
its
burg and hates Ludendorff ; the middle
22 per cent, on the act of Oct. 3 a
use or ownership, rentals or sales; in- hirers sometimes touching the south- class, which loves Ludendorff because
total tax of 27 per cent.
terest, rent, dividends, interest on se- ! era borders of the colony, bring them, he gives high posts in the army to
“ About the returns themselves. If
curities, bonds; gains or profits from
When a young man and woman Jews, and the lower working class,
a return conies in where the name and
all other sources.
are attracted to each other, they sim- which loathes Hindenburg, Ludendorff
address are not legible, the time con
j ply form a sort of .partnership which and especially the Emperor. This lat
sumed in totalling on that return may
continues so long as it is mutually ter class ridicules the Crown Prince
The Greater Need
be hours. When you make, your return
By the way, MHtar’s fa a good
agreeable; and such partnerships are unmercifully. Otherwise
nobody
Western railroads are putting Bibles
capitalize every letter of your name
broken less frequently than the formal speaks of the imperial family, which
—
place to buy Coffee —
and of your street address and of the in their smoking-cars. Obviously it
marriages of civilized peoples. If the has ceased to be a dominant factor.
city or town; all the better if you use would be more conductive to Christ3 lb Genuine Mocha and
“ w ife” accepts the love of other mem“ The well-to-do classes get along
a typewriter. In making out the re- ianity if they would spend that money
Sweet <a0 Wholesome
Java Coffee.
$1.00
I bers of the tribe, it is considered fairly comfortably because the neces
turn answer all the questions, and be on car-windows that w*on’t 3tick. W e
quite proper and in good form so long saries of life can be purchased if one
1.00
3 lb Maleberry
sure that • the return is signed and j dare say the Recording Angel gets
as the "husband” is told of it; and he can afford to give fabulous sums for
sworn to. It may be signed before a ; more business from that source than
1,00
4% lb Pan-American
will offer no objection. Failure to them. A ham, for example, can be
notary or justice of the peace, at the almost any other.
tell him, however, is considered a bought for $70.
.95
B lb Fancy Blend .
breach of etiquette. The women are
modest, in their way, never making
advances to the white men who occa
T ry Some qf our
The weather for the past few weeks
sionally come among them; but when
. ‘ - ■
Specialties
has
not been conducive to that of
these white men themselves make the
Saturday
advances, they are gladly met half farming, nevertheless it is not too
early to plan for next years crops.
way.
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SITUATION IN BERLIN

j HAVE YOU PROCURED

YOUR LICENSE?

j

Millar is Still Making Home

WORK FOR NEXT SEASON

Flowers for
January

Now

THAT

T H E

RUSH

IS

H O L I D A Y

OVER—wc

are

prepared to devote our time to

the job department connected with our business,
where two expert workman will give prompt Atten
tio n to all kinds of repair work and engraving.
Our fine stock of Jewelry was never more com
plete and the most fastidious buyers can be suited

*1

Films and Plates Developed,
and Enlarging

Printing

Roses, Violets,
C a rn a tio n s , S w e e t P ea s
and Narcissus--------

I grow all of these but the Roses, so you are
sure of receiving the best. I can give you
more for your money than anyone else.
Not how cheap but how good

J. D. P erry
W ho h a t served you fo r 25 years
J E W E L E R

a n d

Mabkbt

Sq ,

O P T O M E T R I S T

HOULTON

C- - - -H- - - -A- - - FloristD W- -I- - C- - - -K- - -

Conservatories 16 High St. H o u lto n , M e.

The situation created by the scar
Immoral? Say
rather
un-moral—
an altogether different thing.
Look city of labor, which will be more ser
at tae thing in its broader aspect and ious this coming year, can be mater
you will see that immorality and sin, ially remedied by proper preparation.
as the white men understand them, Fertilizer should be hauled this win
have not yet touched these people of ter at a minimum cost. Put all mach
the North. But let the white people inery in good repair in the near future.
come in any numbers— let “ religion” Most important of all secure a supply
be introduced clumsily and tactlessly, of good seed at once.
and the whole tribe would reek with
During the past two months the
immorality and sin. There is a field County Agent has held twenty-seven
for one clergyman-missionary there, 1(27) community meetings in fifteen
I>r. Hunt thought, but he must be a ! (15) towns in southern Aroostook
man of rare sympathy and under with an attendance of 273. At these
standing.
meetings an inquiry has been made
‘If Christ should appear among the for seed grain and at present the
Eskimos today,” said Dr. Hunt, “ I County Agent does not know of a
doubt if conditions would be greatly bushel of seed grain that can be
changed by His coming. He would |bought. This situation will to a large
A
find there the same lack of selfishness extent apply to the whole state.
of jealousy and of unkindness which small percent of the farmers have a
He has taught. He would find people supply of seed, practically none have
any to sell, and a large per cent must
who live the natural life.”
buy all or a part of their seed. This
A logical deduction from some
means
a great demand for seed grain
thing Dr. Hunt said impressed at
before next planting time. A great
least one of his listeners.
He had
told how the Eskimos are absolutely demand means high prices.
free of disease—of the ills which affiiet
ordinary humanity. “ Perhaps,” said
he, “ germs cannot live up th ere;” and
the inference from it all was that the
primitive hardships of this frozen land
cruel though they might seem to those
reared In the comparative luxury of
civilization, somehow passes the ele
ments that make for super-healti.

There is a demand for increased
production in all staple crops next
year. It is the patriotic duty of every
farmer to procure enough food to sup
ply his family and as much more as
his supply of labor will permit.
Good seed means:
Increased production; Fewer acres;
Less labor.
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WHAT PROHIBITION HAS DONE
IN ST. JOHN

ed to a very large degree not only in
the city and Dominion, but in every
part of the world since the war. The
absence of a parental discipline may
account for this in some way, but in
the city one cause is the lack of a pro
per place for these young sinners
, against the law.
i In the city court during IFcembt r,
1916, there were 46 cases, v, bile last
raon^
numk>er was not above 16
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office or before one of the income tax
men. The return must be in the office
on or before March 1, 191S. If it is
Under the Income Tax which has not in the office then the tax is auto
been in force since 1913 there have matically increased by f>o per cent.
been individuals who, if unmarried, Tin* second penalty for a late return
bail a net income tax in excess of is from $2<> to $1000.
$30u0. and if married a net income tax
Time May be Extended
in excess of $4000. Now that we are
“ If the return should reach tin* office
at war it became necessary to raise on March 2 and the individual makes
greater revenue and Congress on Oct. affidavit to show that he mailed it in
last passed the so-called war revenue j time, he is relieved from the penalty
bill, which was signed by the Presi An individual or corporation, on appli
dent. That law says in effect we have cation to the collector, may receive an
been taxing a portion of the popula extension of 30 days from March 1 if
tion whose incomes were in no cast* he has been ill or absent. In cases
under $3,000. Now in this time of emer- where it is impossible for an individ
gency we will dip down and reach th** ual to make his re urns in time, he
nifm and women who have consider- j may writ** to th** internal revenue *1*
l °ssSo they lowered the exenip- 'partment at
Washington, giving hi
tionto $1000 in case of unmarried in- ,: masons. The return made out shoub
dividuals and $2000 in case of those ))0 ,najied to Collector Seth W. Jon.*,
married.
Portsniouth. N 11.
“ That means, of course, that millions
In illustration of th** tax. every
of people who had never before paid citizen or resident of the United States
income tax to the federal government who has a not income for the calendar
would now pay a tax. They went l’ar- year ending Dec. 31. 1917, in excess

INCOME TAX AND WAR TAX
DUE MARCH 1
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Dut and this seemed to us the signi
[ Dr. H. J. Hunt, formerly of Island ficant part he went on to say that the
I Falls, who has many friends in Houl- Eskimo at 6d is in the same physical
(St. John Standard)
ton, who recently accompanied Mac condition as the average white man at
There is an old saying of which
Millan on his exploration to Uroeker's 80; absolutely past exertion and use
-writers used to be very fond “ the
I and, gave an informal sort of talk, fulness. and dependent upon others.
times change and we change with
given
in agreeably conversational The moral would seem to be that
them.’’ Isn’t it a good thing that we
sty
it*
in
one of our Maine cities. Two- civilization in the last annalysis— is
do change in some respects.
thirds of his time was spent in answer- better, after all. Along this line,
The particular change which must
ink questions, which were hurled at those of us who work in offices, and
have struck almost ever> t oug t u
him. Nearly every one had a query, it who lay claim 10 no especial prowess,
person this holiday season is the great or 18 for all causes. That there has
s****mt*d, and some of them more than live longer and produce more than the
difference which the New Brunswick been a marked difference in the num
physical marvels held up to us in the
on**.
Prohibition Act has made in the cele ber of prisoners since the first of May
All of the evidence gathered on this physical culture magazines. Such, it.
bration of both Christmas and New- is tesified to by another official who
expedition, Dr. Hunt said, pointful to mav he F the law of compensation.
Y ear’s Days. In former times these names the figures as an average of 14
Well columns might he written
!hc ia< i that Dr Cook never reach***!
days were ones to be marked by the to ir> persons in jail (for all crimes)
about
Dr Hunt's talk. He paid a
til** Dole. Two of Cook's guides were
common sight of drunken men in the as against 40 to 50 before the passing
tribute
to the Eskimo dogs, just as
with
the
expedition:
and
at
a
point
streets. “ Celebrating”
another man of theprohibition act. Before May
1st
did
Deary
in an address at Bangor
in
plain
sight
of
land,
6uu
miles
from
would say with a smile, while the ; there have been as many
as 85people
soon
after
he had discovered the pole
the
Dole
they
stopped
and
said:
“
This
woman who witnessed the sad sifiht,, occupying lodgings at the city and
dogs who. with the last ounce of
is
as
far
a.he
went."
Being
an
ac
thought of the home whhn wou
e ; county expense. On January 3rd, a
commodating sort of people. Eskimos their strength, will stagger to their
tragic instead of happy, for the mo.her
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SITUATION IN BERLIN

HAVE YOU PROCURED
YOUR LICENSE?

Millar is Still Making Home
Made Candies

S w eet

and

W holesom e

T ry S om e qf our
S p e c ia ltie s
S a tu rd a y

WORK FOR NEXT SEASON

Flowers for
January

Now

THAT

THE

RUSH

IS

H O L ID A Y

OVER — w e

are

prepared to devote our time to
the job department connected with our business,
where two expert workman will give prompt atten
tion to all kinds of repair work and engraving.

Our fine stock of Jewelry was never more com
plete and the most fastidious buyers can be suited

Films and Plates Developed,
and Enlarging

Printing

MFf w; * . 'K
k j . -s |V

Ite id \ m

Roses, Violets,
C a rn a tio n s , S w e e t Pe a s
and Narcissus
I irrow .‘ill of thuso hut th Roses, so von are
sum of ivtvi vin ! lie best. ! can give \ o 11
more foi your money tinan anyone ■Iso
Not how <h<<(p but how good

J. D . P

e r r y

Who has served you fo r °2~> years
J E W E L E R
M asket

and

Sq .

OPTOMK T KI ST
H OULTON

CHADWI CK
— Florist------------

Conservatories 16 High St. H o u lto n , M e.

Tim situation created by th** scar
Immoral'.’ Say
rather
un moral
an altogether different thing
Look city of labor, which will lie more ser
at the thing in its broad*u* aspect and ious this coming year, can be mater
j ymi will wc that immorality ami sin. ially remedied by proper preparation.
as th** white men understand them, Fertilizer should he hauled this win
hav** not yet touched these people of ter at a minimum cost. But all mach
the North But let th* whit** people inery in good repair in the near future.
eome in anv numbers lot ‘‘religion" Most important of till secure a supply
be intnMuieij * Inmsily and fa* tlossly. of good seed af one*
and the whole tribe would reek with
Muring the past two months the
immorality and sin. There is a field ( ‘oiinty .\m*n* ha- h* Id twenty seven
for (|m>* * Frg.vtuan missionary there, ’ t 27 ' community
nmming- in fifteen
Mr Hunt thought, but be must be a f 1f>I town- in southern Aroostook
man of rare sympathy and under with an attendance of 277. At these
■-! anding
.meetings tin inquiry has been made
If ( ’hrist should appear a mo n g the for seed grain and at present the
Eskimos today." said Mr
Hunt, “ I County Agent does not know of a
doubt if conditions would be greatly bushel of seed grain that can he
This situation will to a large
cha nged by His
coining.
f I ** wo u l d ; .bought
A
find there the same kick of selfishness j■extent apply to th** whole state.
small
per*
en?
of
tin*
farmers
have
a
of jealous} ami of unkindnes.- whi* h
He has taught. II** would Pm! people, -tipplv of seed, praetnally none have
xvho live t lie naf ui al l if e "
|anv to sell, and a large p**r cent must
! A logical deduction from -omc i buy all or a part of their seed. This
(thing Mr Hunt said impressed at l means a great demand io?- seed grain
! least one of bis l i steners.
l i e h a d ! before* next planting, tim**. A great
i fold how the Eskimos are aF-o!ute]v j demand mean*- high pin es.
i
' I
; fret'* of disease of the ills which afflict j Then* i- n d emand for increased
(ordinary humanity. 'Perhaps.'' said, producti on in till staple crops next
It is the patriotic duty of every
; hi*, “ germs cannot live up there;" and y ear
,the inference from it all was that the f a r me r to procun; enough food to sup
primitive hardships of this frozen land ply his f ami l y and as much more as
j cruel though they might, seem to those his suppl y of labor will permit.
'reared in the comparative luxury of
Good seed means:
Increased production; Fewer acres;
civilization, somehow passes the ele
ments that make for super-health. Bess labor.

Bassett, Fitchburg, Mass, an age£ sales reported at $4.25. Many of the
father who has made his home with latter were chilled and frozen, and
his son for a number of years, two these went at the inside figure.
grandsons, Herbert and Leo Drew of Country advices which were quite
Smyrna Mills. Funeral services were strong at first of the week were mote
held from the residence Saturday, subdued at the close, and receivers
Jan. 19, Rev. Smith, Baptist minister generally were looking for lower
of this town, officiating. The Oak- prices before the end of next week
field choir sang some beautiful selections. L. S. Townsend, I). W. and C
I). McLaughlin and J. M. White acted
Henry P. Davison, as chairman of
as pall bearers. The flowers were the Red Cross war council, which was
many and beautiful. The family has appointed on Alay 10 last by President
the sympathy of the entire communi Wilson, has issued a statement in
ty in their hour of bereavement.
. which a detailed accounting is given

SURROUNDING TOWNS

GET READY FOR THE SPRING | Pailllne Frederick, the screens gr>atDRIVE
.est emotional actress, will be reen

Many of us think in a self satisfied ! ^ edz*esday> Jan 23> in a drama of
sort of way that we have accomplished !
. . which woman proposes. The
everything humanly possible during' stor- *8 l,y Margaret Turnbull and
the past year. When we look back to is called “ Her Better Self.”
One of the regular meetings of the
1917 with the added vision of another j “ In Slumberland” is the title of the
Red Cross was held Thursday afterMrs. N. B. Haward is the guest of noon, Jan. 17, at Mrs. James Longyear’s progress we will see how child jTtiaugle Play for Thursday, Jan. 24,
relatives at Madison. Maine.
ish we were in supposing we did any |starring little Thelma Salter, who
staff’s, a good attendance was present
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Royal have moved and much work was accomplished.
such thing. Every American, be he i made such an instant success in her
into their new residence at the Cor
soldier, farmer, miner, or munition j recent appearance in support of
ner.
worker, will do more next year- |Frank Keenan in “ The Crab.” This
Rev. W. B. Cowell will preach Sun
MUST do more next year than he ever is a play for the kiddies, but will
Mrs. I. S. Stewart is visiting her
I prove of interest to the older folks
day morning at Hodgdon Corner on
did before.
parents at Jonesport.
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of the Renewed
Afore grain, more food crops, more as well, for who does not delight in
of what has Imen achieved by that
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Savage of
Earth."
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pranks
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body during the last eight months. meat must be produced next year than
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local time on “The Excluded Christ."
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in
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coun
JJ Harry Wilson of Houlton called on His statement sets forth the latest
Mrs. Samuel Ruth.
Rfcv. H. H. Moir of the M. E. Church
A thrilling tale of world old love
ft wil!
available figures concerning the work try, and that with less labor
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and sacrifice and the romance of an
not
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accomplished
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last week with her parents, Mr. and : Airs. Bertram White was a guest of of till1 Red Cross. It covers especially!*
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,ing harder by cultivating more acres, ; Egyptian prim ess, daughter of the
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the success of Red Cross finances.
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longer hours. As a matter of fact lover, separated by fate but re
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farmers work too hard and too united centuries later in what is
day.
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'members, its chapters and auxiliaries
sent "T he Modern
Cinderella." at
known in Egypt in “ reincarnated
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Now York.
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son’s statement
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suddenly ill while working in the
Air. Stanley
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sale will be held at the close of the
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campaign for the* Red Cross war fund.
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reel L. Ko. K o m e d y and the latest
Dr. Fbbett of Hodgdon was in attend
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most
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The band will furnish music. Admis
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Alade which comes to the
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hinder. \\ e should have been pl'e an
Red Cross W o rk in Hodgdon
Theatre on Saturday night. Jan. 2<i. acting through 2!)!)? campaign com
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grow up without knowing each oilier collected direct at national headquar
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amount collected (less certain refunds i
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the
best
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and
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could
have
dresses which were much rnjoyed and home of Airs. Benj. London. Wednes
$97,220,450.51. Included in this amount
seen ni a splendi d c om e d y . T h e latappreciated by all.
Excellent music day, Jan. 5»>.
collected, however. is the km;\\n done better. We could have put -the
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the
w as furnished by the Band.
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the time we did. If we were on the
The Hodgdon Auxiliary have raised
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don and family' wen* visitors at Air
Killed Baby Forty-nine!
JUNK ELVID6E
Is being carried on for the benefit of ;
$2.250.x55.29, which la<t amount is in had the goods on time.
and Mrs. Fred Barton's Sunday.
|"Tfc* Price of Prieto'
otir soldier boys.
j
eluded in the above figures. Interest
Misses.-, Hattie and Flossie McNeron deposits and income on seeuiitielin of Maxwell, X. B. are visiting their
contributed makes the total received ,
sister. Mrs. Alice London, for a few
Owing to the new regulation.-- im
by the war campaign commit t<
to
but
look
alike
as
two
peas
They
Mrs. John Stephenson is visiting days this week.
,
po:-;*d by the fuel commissioners, all
Dec 2S. $97,525 X55.0 |.
friends and relatives in Dyer Brook
Mr. and Airs. Everett. Montgomery, i meet under strange and startling cir
theatres will remain closed Tuesday
It is estimated conservatively that
A n d in view of tills fact a medicine
gambling
Byron Carson who has been ill with X’ . Woodstock, were visiting at Mr. cumstances in a western
el each week for ten weeks. While
like H ood ’s Sarsaparilla, which has
grippe and rheumatism is reported and Mrs. Ernest Turney’s Sunday. house and from their meeting evolve.' , jat least another $6.0nn,00i'i will he eoi- this, on top of the heavy taxation and
been successful for more than 40
(dtrlyle
;
t()t'
this
fund,
divided
as
hi]
a
most
remarkable
situation
much better.
The friends of Mrs. Turney will he
greatly increased operating expenses,
years, h a safe one to rely upon.
York, $2,Diiuhhi ; t ’leveBlackwell plays the roles of tht> half j ,ows;
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sewell went i K,ad t0 iParn that s h e is gaining,
is an undeniable hardship it eon the the
H ood ’s Sarsaparilla is known
rD■■'u
mdidly. D;inT
Sl.ntiibPPii; Portland, $5b(i.bnn.
to Houlton Friday to remain a few t
brothers ami pkn
theatrical industary. we must re to the people o f Am erica as tho
June Elvidge is s<■:'n in a powerfu 1j ^ 1<>!l1 (dlu*r plat es. including Philadays with his parents.
I FATrPIflf
standard blood purifier. Its record
member that we are at war, and mu-t
Allison Wolverton and wife of Houl- t
nLW
JLItHA.
and effective role aml Evelyn ( Ireeley i (l<‘!phia. Rochester and certain west do our bit cheerfully. The manage is one of general satisfaction ami re
The gross
ton are guests at the home of his par- j Miss Fay Smith of Linneus spent appears in an appealing pact.
Tin ern states. $1,5(111.nun.
markable results. There is nothing
ment of this theatre is at all times
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wolverton.
'Sunday caling on friends in town.
better as a general tonic and appetiteproduction is staged on an elaborate amount of the war fund may he stated ready and wiling to do anything in its
maker for weak and run-down men,
Quite a number from this town at- j Mrs. Willard Hatfield returned home scale and moves swiftly
without
aj to he, including interest to date. $lnO. power to help the cause of Freedom
women and children and old people,
tended Pomona at Houlton on Wednes- Saturday after visiting her daughter single dragging moment
from start |525 nun.
and Democracy.
invalids and convalescents.
day, Jan. 16. and report a very plea- ’ Mrs. Reed, in Letter B for a few days. tn finish
“ The total amount of appropriations
Did you ever stop to think that when
It is pleasant to take, aids diges
sant time.
i Rev. J. L. Wilson held service at
which the war council has made and
you pay your 15c at the ticket win tion, and supplies the vital organs
The next meeting of the Red Cross j the Tannery School House Sunday
which have been approved by the
dow, that you were helping your with rich red blood essential to
w il be held* at the home of Mrs. E. P. j afternoon in connection with the Sun
executive committee to Dec. 2S, from
perfect health.
Uncle Sam? Well, you are out of
Local buyers report the market the Red Gross war funds aggregated
Titcomb, and a good attendance is [day School.
(A t Hood’s Sarsaparilla today and
that ] 5c, 2c of it goes directly to the
expected.
j The Red Cross met with Airs. Grant quiet at $2.10 per lnp pounds or about the sum of $75,.'’,29.71)4.55. Included in
begin to take it at once.
pays the seat tax. still another porFlorence, the little daughter of Mr. j at Emerson’s last Thursday.
Mem- $5.45 pej- barrel.
this amount, however, are several ap, ...
...
.
|turn tor the tootage tax imposed on
OUR JITNEY OFFER—THIS AND 5c.
(Circulated at the request of the piopriations which require explanation
and Mrs. Orle Titcomb. has been I hers are requested to bring patch work
.... ,
.......
...
.
|films, and another on the tax on ex
D o X T MISS THIS, t'ul out this slip,
and which really should bo deducted
quite 111 with a bad cold but is better ! for the making of spreads to put over Food Administration.»
press
shipments.
Therefore
when enclose vsith live cents to Foley Ac Co.,
“ In the promulgation of Rule 5, from the total amount to ascertain the
at this writing.
j fhe blankets in the hospitals, these
you attend the movies or anv other 285-5 Sheffield Ave., Ghicago, I'd , writing
The many friends in towrn of Justice quilts give a home-like look and bring making tin trading of potatoes on present financial condition.
! place of amusement, votl are hel p i ng Your name and address clearly. You will
unit
"The total amount appropriated for .your Ul.rU- Samuel to'show Mr. UolMadigan were deeply grieved to learn a feeling of cheer to the wounded the pound or hundredweight
in return a trial package ronWining Foley s Honey and Tar Compound,
of lkls death, and extend smypathy to soldiers, besides adding warmth. At eompulsoory, due consideration was Red Gross work in France was $57,445.- I
j lenzollein where he gets olt at. fOI. roughs, colds and croup. Foley Kidour last meeting five new names were given to the fact that in some mar- 615.72, but included in this amount is
the bereaved relatives.
! Think it over.
ney Pills and Foley, Cathartic Tablets.
J. A. Wolverton is suffering from brought in making a total of 10" mem- kets this would bo a radical change $6,922,1)00 approximately appropriated j
Now for the coming attractions.
1 ‘ THE JIATHEWAY DRUG CO.
blood-poisoning in his arm, caused by bers, but there is a great demand for from present custom; yet, it was fell for the purchase of supplies in this j
that the ad\outages of having the en country to be shipped to and placed I
cracks in his hand becoming infected workers as well as members.
tire country on the same basis were in the warehouses of the commission !
from the coloring in his mitten.
so great as to warrant the adoption in France. In the appropriations which !
Verna Adams returned from the
the war council has made, upon the I
Madigan Hospital on Friday, h e r
Bina w illiam s has gone to Dexter of this rule."
“ Dealers in potatoes throughout recommendations of Maj. Murphy and j
friends hope that her health will be f0 work in the mills there,
better than it has forthe past fe w !
lt has been so cold hert! anrt th0 the country should understand that in his financial committee this amount, j
months.
>r0ads ao bad the most of the hauling quoting or making sales on any other or a very considerable portion of it.
Friends of Mrs. Ada Campbell and j has been wood, hay and ice, the old- basis they are violating this rule and will be available for further appropria- ;
j
daughter Pauline of Houlton were est inhabitant cannot remember such subject to revocation of their license. tions."
The fact that in some sections no
pleased to see them at the Grange, a Winter.
also at Church Sunday, while in town | Hed Cro8s met With Mrs Howard drastic action has been taken is due
they were the guests of Mrs. Miles : Lycette. on account of the bad wea- to the belief that it would only be
A. G. \Merritt was a passenger on j
fair to the trhade that some time he
Libby
ther not many were present.
Will
Tuesday evening's train for Boston
The regular session of Littleton |meet with Mrs. L. P. Knapp next given for a thorough understanding where he went to attend an important j
of this rule. The Food Administra
Grange was held Saturday evening meeting on the 24.
meeting of the Feed and Grain Dealwith over 100 patrons present. The j Amlty Grange met the 19th and tion now feels that sufficient time ers of New England, held at the Bos
Officers were installed by Past Master installed officers, Roy G. Libby, W . M„ has elapsed for this purpose and will ton Chamber of Commerce.
j
E. P. Titcomb, assisted by Mrs. E. P IyC3 ile Kstabrook. O, Annie Oliver. not bo inclined to tolerate further
Two representatives of the V. S. }
S o o t t 's will strengthen JffiMS against winter sickness.
we
have
been much , ,,00d Admlnlstratlon Mr. S. K. Kvans
Titcomb.
Lecturer, D. M. Libby, Chap., Orrin violations.
Bmwars o f A lcoholic Substitutes*
gratlhed
by
(he
hearty
co-operation
o
f
j
ftnd
M„
,,
str00m
w„
,
b(,
present
The public is cordially Invited to p ullin, Sec., Nina Libbv, Ceres, Miles
The imported Norwegian cod fixer oil used hi S—t t ’o Emmhinn i* oowreAaod iM
the
trade
in
connection
with
the
vari
4itton& the Ladies Aid sale to b© held Moores, Steward. The other offlcei’s
our own Amencaa laboratories which guarantees it free from impurities.
land confer with the (train (IcalerK rel____________ Scott e Bownc, Bloomfield, N. J,__________________ _ 17-U
the Grange Hall, Frtday evening,*not present will be installed later. ous rules, and trust there may be no jative to the \alidity of future groin
Jan. 25.
A good program will be Mrs n M Libbv and Alex Smith occasion for drastic action in con ! contracts.
nection with the enforcement of this
furnishedL and an oyster stew served at were installing officers.
The Houlton Grange Store prob
BALLARDS
i ulc."
the close of the entertainment. Price
a b l y owns larger future grain and feed
The
Produce
X'ew;says;
G
OLDEN
35c, everybody invited.
S p le n d id f o r C o u g h s
j contracts than any retail store in
The market opened somewhat, ex
The Ladies Aid met at the home of
O IL
g rip p e , croup, h ro n c h iris , sore t h r o a t , sore
Maine
and
a
cancellation
of
these
(
on
Mrs. J. M. White and Mrs. R. E. cited on Monday as available fresh
Mra. J. A. Wolverton on Friday. Jan.
lungs, n e u r a lg ia , lu m b a g o , rtti-tiniatisui,
tracts would b>> a serious loss to the
Stevens
were guests of their sister, supply was light and om" of tin* v*
17. There was a very large attend
joints,
s p rain s, etc. A n old tu n e f a m i l y r * si
■
1
1
a
ml
sot
i'
niu>eb*s
and
(! i a i) ui '.
in hand which b^d to b* mo?
This
Anoe.
It was voted to adjourn the *vlrsGem«h, Moro, Friday.
med.v■, m a d e fro m pure gui us a m i oils. In 2-h' fuid 718' lu*t ( i » s at iltiti{
A id until April 10, and assist the Red
Dr G' A ' Schneider’s wife of Island absorbed most, of the available sup
Sherman Said It
und g e n e ra l sto re*. O t h e r s t a n d a r d h e m e i v n n d b s:
Croas Society with their work for the
waK *n
Saturday to attend ply of tin ' Stock. Sal"-'
“ What are these?"
B allard’s Golden Headache * ‘ablets 26c, Ballard’ s Golden Liver and Stom funeral ot
or her ancle,
uncle, o.
(). a
A.. od at $4 " and : 75 o 1 1.'c! lb. bags
winter. At the close of the afternoon the
the funeral
.
.
.
.
.
"War-bi scuit. What about 'em
ach Pills 25c, Ballard's Gold* »n Salve 2 5c
of both state and Michigan, while
refreshments of sandwiches, ice cream Lougee.
“ Sherman said it. That's all."
• Mr. A. L. Ivey, wife ami young son. some oi th** ('most .Michigan pa ckf>
and cake with coffee were served by
>of Millinocket. were in town to at went as high as $5. Bulk sa Im- were
the hostess.
tend the funeral
of Mrs.
Ivey’s on th" ba-'is of $ ’ .15 Mid 5.5<i. with an
brother, O. A. Lougee.
occasional lot of do 'ly gradm! stock
| Mr. Herbert and Leo Drew it reaching d.'! ; and .55 per !' * lbs.
7 & S.
S h o w i n g at
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thomas wen- Smyrna Mills were in town Saturday A great deal of th
stock coming
Prices io \ i 'o :nc. war
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Man to attend the funeral of their grand
diowed more or less chilled ami partly
j father, O. A. Lougee.
rice Haley..
frozen potatoes, and with the thaw
Oscar A. Lougee. an old and highly this week these* bad to be sorted over
Miss Geraldine Thompson was the
IN
guest
Mrs. Earl Adams a few days esteemed resident, died Wednesday, but real fancy stock .,a>- at no time
last week.
Jan. 16, at his residence in this town in any surplus
Miss Faye Wilson was the week following an illness from a shock
the week advanced the* strong
IN
end guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. which took place Tuesday, Jan. 15. feeling somewhat subsided as the
John Wilson.
! The deceased was horn at New Lim- moderating weather permitted shipMrs. Miles Smith of East Hodgdon eriek, the son of Alphous and Jane pers to load cars at country points
is spending a few days with her moth- Lougee. his age being 5S yrs. 1 mo. without danger of the stock freezing,
•er, Mrs. Weldon Glldred.
|and 5 days. He was a prosperous it is said that some of the Army and
Harlod and Dorothy McCain who farmet having lived in this town 54 Navy contracts are on a basis of $2.65
IN
a re attending school at Houlton spent years. He was a member of the Isl- and 2.65 per lub lbs., which is conside-r
“A N I M A T E D W E E K L Y ’’ and L. Ko. Komedy
Sunday at their home in town.
|and
Grange. The
d ceased ably less than that grade of stock can
Mr. and Mrs. Frank I^owery of H o u l-, had b
7 failing health
the past he purchased lor on the open market,
ton spont Sunday in town guests of year, but was able to attend to his Long Island potatoes sold up to $5.50
••The Master Painter’’ In two parts
“ T h i Feudists” Comedy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson,
j business and his death came as a and 6 bug. and some Maine stock went
T h e Larkin Club met with Mrs great shock to his family and friends, as high as $5.50 yer 165 lb. bag.
“C urre n t Fvents ' Latest World News
Charles Beatty Thursday afternoon, j Mr. Lougee is survived by his widow.
The trading in the 55rd street yards
and all present report a very pleasant Carrie (Stephens) Lougee, a daughter was quite disappointing and volume
lim e.
, Mrs. Stanley Twombly of Island Falls, rather limited, as dealers were weary
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman W ebb, were two sons. Percy O. who is married «,f (he condition of the stock and only
-pftssraffers on Friday morning’s train and lives at home and Herman F.. took enough to tarry them over
fo r Bancor, where Mrs. W eb b expects who carries on a general store at the igainst pressing trade needs. A small
to enter the E. M. G. Hospital for station in this town, two sisters. Mrs. lot of southern second <rop arrived
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DISEASE IS
EVER THE SAME

POTATOES

Kooping Our So fitters Strong

AMITY

Early in the world w ar experience proved die
extraordinary value of cod liver oil for strengthening
soldiers against colds, pneumonia and lung troubles.
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MME. PETROVA IN “THE UNDYIN6 FLAME”
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MOLLY MALONE

“HER BETTER SELF” !
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“THE PULLMAN MYSTERY”

“THE BRIDGE OF DEATH’' 9ih EPisode °f The Fifcht'n« Trau
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y e a rs of age.

treatment.
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Millinocket,

Mrs.
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G. and sold $2.50 and 4 bbl. with a few
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Houlton Mourns a Great

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

ADJT. GENERAL OF MAINE TO
SPEAK IN HOULTON

Loss

In the Death of Hon. John B. M a d ig a n

l

MUSIC FESTIVAL CHORUS
A ll those who are interested in form 
ing a Music Festival Chorus are re
quested to meet in Room 6 of the High
School building on Wednesday even
ing, Jan. 23d at 7.30 o’clock. H ereof
fail not to make your calling and
election sure.

Adjt. Genl., Geo. McL Presson, will
speak this Tuesday evening at the
High School Auditorium at 7.30 o’clock.
The Third Maine Regiment, universal military training andother topics
relative to the world war will be fully
discussed.
Good music will be furnished by the
High School orchestra,
The Benedicts put it all over the
i Every patriotic citizen of the town
should plan to hear him.
Bachelors in their final encounter at
‘
------ ___----------_________
the Elks Club last week, and were de

Expressions of sorrow won* heard ami Mrs. James ( . Madigan, and has
He attendwhen it became known that Hon. John ed Houlton Academy, Georgetown Uni, „ „ 4 .
Chas. H. Fogg attended the annual
A letter received Saturday from !meeting of the Malne Press Assn., in B. Madigan had passed away at 7 versify, graduating in 1883, and Boston
University Law School of the class of
Allan McFarlane repor s
s con
Iw aterville, Thursday and Friday of o’clock at the Madigan Hospital.
Mr. Madigan had always enjoyed 1886. being admitted to the bar in the
tlon much improved.
|last week
Herbert Slocum left Monday for i p rjn p a . McIntyre of the Gram- the best of health ad when he retired same year.
He at once entered into partnerPortland to enter the Maine General mar g cbooi has been confined to his on Monday night. Jan. 14, was apparently in his usual condition. Early ship with his brother, the late A. W.
Hospital tor a surgical operation.
!room during the past week being unTuesday morning he was taken with Madigan. continuing until the latter's
clared champion bowlers.
Mrs. Frank R. Smith left Monday for able to attend to his duties on account
a severe attack oi what was supposed death, when Leonard A. Pierce was
At the annual meeting .of the Mys- 1 However, there still remained a
Orlando, Florida, where she
willof a bad coidt
to be acute iiwiigo.-l me. but \\11at |>ro\ admitted to partmrship under the
tics, the Sophomore honorary society <*oul)t *n the minds of some of the boys
spend the winter with Mrs. Obed
Foss.| g g Green who has
beenconduct
ed to be an mo mmai iMiimic a id iaic came ;.i' . Madigan and Fierce,
ai
Colby college, held last week, the s0 a sPft(‘*al match for the smokes was
: Dr. Clarence Harrigan has
pur- ing stores in Danforth and
Caribou,
in the day. af t er a <on. -nl iai ion oi
i pon his el evat i on to the bar on
following Aroostook hoys, several of arranSed* and in two games the Bachechased a dental business in Millinocket has decided to discontinue these, which
whom graduated from R. C. I., of this §Iors Prove<1 beyond any question o f
and has assumed the practice of his w ill leave two stores, one in Presque
town were chosen for membership ar^umont f hat when it came to smokprofession there,
|Isle and one in Houlton.
from
Delta
Upsilon.
Arthur Rav ing’ thoy were “ ri£ht there with the
Perley E. Whitney, who is employed
Mrs- BurPee Alexander and little
Mills
oi
Monticeilo,
Harold
John Logie wallop", so there you are, who are the
& the B. & A. car shops at Derby daughter, Jennie, are the guests oi
ol
Linneus.
From
Phi
Delta
Theta. champs ?
during the winter, spent Sunday in Mr. anti :vIrs- Moses BurI>ee, Court St.
Merle F. Lowrey of Monticeilo. From
They leave on Saturday for their home
town with his family.
Delta Kappa Upsilon, Colby Kalloch
in Bear Island, Nova Scotia.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Doherty of
of Fort Fairfield. From Alpha Tau
At a meeting of the Executive Com
A public dance and whist party will
Springfield, Mass., are in town, called
Omega,
Millard
A.
Umphrey
of mittee of the Southern Aroostook
be
held
in
the
K.
of
C.
Hall
Friday
here by the death of Mrs. Doherty’s
Washburn.
Chapter of the Red Cross, it was voted
evening, Jan. 25, for the benefit of the
brother, John B. Madigan.
to accept the offer o f the town, in
K. of C. War, Fund, a cordial invita
Miss Harriet Langlais, who has
tendering the use o f the Town Hall
tion is extended to all, to attend and
been stenographer in the B. & A.
socalled, for Red Cross headqua/ters.
help this worthy cause.
freight office, has been transferred
This building is N OT the brick EnThe public schools will be closed
to Van Buren and left Monday for her
i gine house, but the wooden building
now position, where she will be lo- j
town on Thursday and Friday
Houlton was
was visited
v.sitci on
o„ Tuesdav
Tuesday j beyond, whereon the street floor the
cated in her own home town.
of thls week so that the teachers may
n,Kh by an old lash,one,] ' north-east- j 8th K,-ade formerly had its room. On
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ing well that when he comes his selecden, Sadie Smith; Sec’y, Mary Briggs; ' show is the only one that has been _Mo(li<’a.l School.
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church were tIon oi* artists w ill be all that he proma n d return.
Fin. Sec., Annie B. Hutchinson; advertised in the state and w ithout i The usbers at the
Treas., Idella Stover; Chaplain, Abbie question will he the only show this Capt. Joseph J. O'Hare U. S. A., Capt. *ses, and no director in the country is
year so that the dates of March 21, H. V. Cahill, Boston, Lieut. Gregory better fitted to select performers than
L. McDonald; Guide, Bertha Case;
Guardian, Cora L. Davis; Sentinel, 22, 23, will be "Red Letter" days that P. Cassidy and Hon. Thos. V. Doherty is W illiam R. Chapman, a musician in
Inquire at nearest ticket office or write
Ambrose W right
Trustees, Frank everybody in this section will look for I of Houlton, Dr. Allen P. Moulton, Dr. every sense of the word, and one of
G E O . M. H O U G H T O N
IThos. Wiskham and Dr. O’Hare of Bos- the most eminent conductors and ac
W. Hogan, T. J. Fox, W. W. McDon ward to.
companists in the country.
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ald.
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:
*
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A fter a short wedding trip the young 1 At the close of the performance Mr.
The officers presented Mrs. Margaret operating with the auto dealers in evBangor, Maine
E. Hogan with a beautiful bouquet of ei*y wa^ possible and will have many ■couple returned to Houlton, Saturday, Chapman held a short reception so
roses and carnations, Mrs. Hogan re- Jfine attractions for the visitors.
where Dr. Donovan has a cozy home that all who desired might meet his
tiring from Warden’s chair after two
Some fine entertainment and music on Court St., awaiting his bride.
artists. He also promised that the
{attractions for visitors during the week
The best wishes of a large number 1918 Festival would be the B E S T
years service.
Refreshments were served and a , for each day and evening has been of friends is extended for a long and EVER, and that statement assures us
social time spent which closed the pro secured, so that old and young may happy wedded life, in which the that it will be much to look forward,
be well assured of a good time.
i TIM E S joins most heartily.
to.
gram for the evening.
Hon. C. P. Barnes was in Bangor, J W. R. Roix Esq., of Presque Isle,
on every hand on Saturday evening always lived in Houlton.
Monday, on legal business.
.was in town Thursday on business.
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satisfaction
This year teils the tale. It may not which ought to be driven home sharp
But there is no reason in the claim guaranteed. Located at the “Radigan
Buying a W a r Savings Stamp is a 75 per cent of which came from Ger- I see the end of the fighting. That ly to her. If this cold W inter and lack
real example of eating one's cake and many, and 735,000 tons of kainite and may drag on yet longer. But the cer of fuel can make women go part wav- that our cities are to be swept by a Stable.”
JOH N N. W IL L A R D
having it too. The stamps are as good potash fertilizers, practically all of tainty of defeat will have become un back to sensible clothes, then good reign of terror or even of crime. One
Houlton, Me.
which
came
from
that
country.
Of
must
be
dull
indeed
if
he
does
not
as money and will be accepted as such
24 Military St.
mistakably plain to the deluded Ger gains out of evil again w ill be seen.
50tf
at most stores. They will be redeem the 30,000,000 pounds of potash com man people
themselves. Though by Note the young people flitting about, realize that society is in a process of Telephone 14-12.
ed by the Government, with interest, pounds which came in during the fiscal means peculiar to the Germans they with woolens and furs about the body, change, call it evolution or explain it --------------------------------------------------in 1923; and they are redeemable at year 1914, just before the war began, replenish their larder in such fashion but chests and feet so lightly clad that by any other process. This change is
GETS GOOD R E S U L T S Q U IC K L Y
any time before that at post offices at Germany supplied over 60 per cent and as to last out for another two years, |only unknown power from unknown for the better rather than in the oppo
Tlie.se few lines from .1, E. Haynes,
a lower rate of interest. They put a of the 825,000 tons of kainite and pot their manpower will stand fewer and sources can preserve the life w ithin: site direction. With the Nation at M o A l e s t c r , Okla deserve carful reading
by every one who values good health:
fertilizers imported, Germany
Government security within the reach ash
fewer offensives. More and more they some awakening is needed to bring war it might naturally be expected “I find no medicine which acts so mild
that here and there untoward situa
of anyone having 25 cents; and they again met almost the total demand. will be worn out by their own exer them to their senses.
ly and quickly with good results as Foley
tions would develop. But order pre Cathartic
will do more to inculcate the real Seventy-five per cent of our oxalic tions. If peace talk this W inter comes
Tablets. They empty* the
The
fuel
administrations
are
doing
habit of thrifty saving than any other acid imports came from Germany and to nothing, the peace talk of next W in their work overtime to bring condi vails from coast to coast. The Civil stomach and bowels, giving all of the
digestive organs a healthy action.”
device which the financial wizards of caustic potash is the base of that ter will tell a different story.
tions to the point of common endur War. more than a half century ago, was
the: h a t h k w a y d r u g co .
acid.
the w a r have yet produced.
In the meantime it is left to us to ance: but the point made by this same marked by draft riots and other dis
Kutzleb, Hendrick, and many others
await the fighting weather of Spring, educator whom we quoted that as turbances even in the North. The
When the history of American par who are intersting themselves in de deaf all the while to any message from educator as any phrase of modification celebrated or notorious draft riot in
ticipation in the war comes to be writ veloping an adequate supply of pot Germany except full acceptance of of our ways towards making things New York v'ity required the sending of
ten, and full credit bestowed upon the ash at home for home consumption are |our
just conditions. Our position better is the instilling of common an army division to that city to quell
various agencies which have been most sanguine of success if given a free I morally is impregnable. In the m ili sense about dressing into the women, the trouble. Today the draft or con
Useful in organizing support in Am eri hand. Kutzleb says that by a proper [ tary
way we grow stronger every is a good point. Without doubt we scription has been accepted as the
can opinion for the fighting policy of co-ordination of efforts we can pro- ' month, not perhaps at the speed we expect buildings, cars and public- natural order, as the logical solution
the government, the Red Cross w ill be duce 2,00b,000 tons annually of this should like but with a certainty that
places, to be heated sufficiently to a l of the problem of equalizing the re
entitled to a large share of the credit. product so necessary to agriculture is gratifying at least. In the con low of our wearing our evening dress, sponsibility for making up the big
The Red Cross, the Y. M. C. A. and the and manufacture, and the farmers can sciousness of this we may pass the if we wish, all times of the day. ch if fighting machine which this Nation
Knights of Columbus have brought to be supplied with it at $15 per ton military Sabbath in tolerable peace of fon sleeves, open throats, silk stock must have in connection with the vol- ^
the assistance of the country a truly when present plans 'become perfected mind.
ings. lisle underwear, in a climate untoer forces. This and many other !i
staggering amount of voluntary effort action. But of course this can’t be
where the bulb registers as it has issues have been accepted as the right 1
and resources— an amount which is done if within the next two years or
here the past week are anomolies,
IS IT C O N S I S T E N T ?
so
the
American
industry
is
to
be
honorable alike to the people who
Continued on Page 5
j
“ Good out of evil, in all ways and and things to be dispensed with the
have made the gifts and the organiza buried under an avalanche of the Ger
sooner
the1
lad
ter.
Good
out
of
evil,
man
product.
Hugh
Gibson,
now
writ
means,
if
one
sees
it,
says
a
writer
I
tion of men and women which has
then, if we can learn so to conserve
aroused them to the need of contribu ing about Germany, says that vast de suppose can be figured from any old heat as well as food, as to live more
tions and which is putting the money posits of potash located in the Alsace- thing which happens, but to find good
untouched, out. of this awful snap of cold weather nearly normal, more nearly as we
and the labor to such good uses. These Lorraine vicinity, as yet
should in accordance' with our sur
organizations are enabling millions of explain Germany's tenacity of purpose j beats me," said the exasperated, shiv
roundings.
*Ti /"
American
citizens, who otherwise with respect to that territory, a splen- j ering house-wife who got up one
would only be able to share in the war did reserve for a counter-attack on u«. 1morning to find the cold water faucet
Encouraging Sign
non ccmpus, the fire out in the fur
in some remote or vicarious way, to
Mother- “ Do you think Charles
nace,
In*]'
last
stick
of
dry
wood
gone
R
E
S
T
IN
G
T
I
M
E
make their contributions personal and
means business'?"
For all its scientfie efficiency, there into the cavernous jaws of the kitchen
direct, and in making them feel that
i
Daughter - “ Well, every night he
they are doing something to ameliorate is one thing war cannot do. It can stove to heat up quickly, and a leaky calls I see in his pocket The Real Es
the awful suffering and destruction not further itself effletively in W in  pipe in the bath-room, which needed tate Bulletin listing the1 houses for
necessarily caused by the war. It is ter. Its heavy machinery is first mired immediate attention and not a plumber
rent."
providing a kind of w ar propaganda and then hampered by frost and snow. to be found at liberty in the whole big
city.
“
If
anybody
can
tell
me
the
rea
which will help the American people It waits for propitious weather. Except
not only to fight with more unity and for bombardments that ward off sur son for this‘thusnoss, let them explain.
S 1 1 >p
stability of purpose, but which will prises, and for minor raiding in the Here we are chilled to the bone, and
help them after the fighting is over to hope of gaining small advantages, it nothing else to do but pile clothing
T h a t
ceases altogether. W inter is the Sab upon ourselves, and endure 1 suppose
form a better nation.
M
A G A Z IN E
until
the
cold
wave
disappears.
wixrrtmsor©g imocastatiO»▼
bath of warfare.
A L L T H E HOM E N E W 8

; patches have since referred to him and
his army. The reports issued from
Berlin of visits by the Kaiser to Con
stantinople and other points seem a
fabrication in view of the caution
. that a leader of his character, or lack
j
of it, would necessarily exercise. Such
reports may simply be sent out to cov
er up limited movements and to de
ceive the world generally.
At any
rate the Kaiser is simply one of many
of his type and purpose within the
German military ruling class.

All Water Rates
Are Now Due

and must be paid

I

on or

before Jan.

31, at the office of

Attk

the

Houlton Water Ge.
Mechanic Street

Opposite the American
Express Company

But the Germans have made it the
heyday of diplomacy. Since the fail
ure of their rushes at Calais, and es
pecially since the offensive fell into
Allied hands, they have employed the
W inter in rushes at peace. The fa 
miliar tactics have reappeared;
the
olive branch is held forth in one
hand, from the other comes a threat.
Yet it is notable that the offers of
peaee have become a shade more con
crete, the threats of an off nsive a
shade more on the order of bluff.

PERHAPS
Soon the casualty lists will b* com
ing in with greater regularity. They
will be longer, and the names will be
of brave American youths who gave
4helr lives for their country. Then,
perhaps,
many doubting
Thomases
will be convinced that actually there
is war. And when thousands more
leave for ‘'over there” and are engag
ing the enemy and the dispatches rela*^ thn* notwithstanding our mater
ial help to the allies, Germany Is still
going strong, maybe the Indifferent
and the over sanguine on this side of
the sea will waka up to the fact that
this is a struggle that requires not
only the putting forth of every re
source
their government possesses,
but also the unstinted heart-and-hand
loyalty of every citizen, every man.
woman and child who lives under the
Stars and Stripes.

But suppose, for instance, both
clothes and *'uel were lacking, both
food and shelter beyond reach, and
the conditions just the same. It would
bring us to realize, probably, that we
are not so badly off after all, and there
is the good out of evil. Half of us do
not realize yet our privileges, our
values, even though we think we art*
under durance. We fee] disturbed
from our usual routine, and make
the fuss ever it that any pampered,
over-catered-to child of fortune makes

How

j

(917)

j

j

P o p u la r M e c h a n ic s M a g a z in a

--------W A L L

P A P E R

W I L L

DO

I T ----------

FRANK S I N C OC K
M a in S t r e e t

DEALER

IN

H o u lt o n ,

PULLMAN

M a in e

AUTOMOBILES

alog of mechanical book*

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W . Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEY8
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Maine
Probate matters have Special
Attention

DR. R. E. LIBBY
Graduate University o f Toronto
All calls given prompt attention

m

Tel.

Night

32-2

Day 629-2

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O F F IC E

Grow More Potatoes
With Less Labor
A ro o sto o k

fa rm e rs , e v e n w it h

and

less labor
A n im a l

BO NE

are

You

can

th e g re a t s c a r

more

gro w

F e rt iliz e rs .

th e a n im a l

P o t a s h w h ic h
fe rt iliz e r

s o il

A roostoo k
th e

your

F arm s

New

h o n e s t t r ia l.

of

re s u lt

need

E n g la n d

fo r

soluble in

th e

p o ta to

C o u n ty .

M any

P o tash
P o tash

th is

season .

F e r t iliz e r s

an

W r it e f o r o u r lit e r a t u r e a n d e n t e r

order early

w h ile w e can s u p p ly y o u .

S e e o u r G e n e r a l S a le s m a n , T . L. M a r s h a ll, F o r t
F a ir fie ld .

NEW EN G LA N D FE R T IL IZ E R CO
Branch Consolidated Rendering Co.

B o sto n

D E N T IS T

DR. J. F. PALMER

a re

is a d e p e n d a b le

u s e fu l

A ro o sto o k

to b e

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT

and

C h e m ic a ls a n d

guaranteed

The

p a r tic u la rly

g ro w in g
G iv e

is

added.

They

M ass.

N E W ENGLAND

A nim al P ertilixers

R E S ID E N C E
Houlton, Me.

Tel. 239-3
T E E T H F IL L E D W IT H O U T P A IN
B Y T H E
NEW
A N A L G E S IC
M E TH O D , A B S O L U TE L Y SAFE.

P o ta sh

M E A T , B 3 -.O O D

in g re d ie n ts .

n a t u r a l fe r t iliz e r s t h e m s e lv e s .
are

p o ta to e s

if y o u u s e N e w E n g la n d

AT

129 Main St.

la b o r , w i ll r a is e th e la r g e r p o t a t o

needed.

water
IA K E o ver t h e in t e r io r of y o u r h o m e a t
t r i f l i n g cost.
W i n t e r is c o m in g , chase
|the g lo o m f r o m e v e ry ro o m w it h sensible,
e c o n o m ic a l w a ll paper, f o r n e w w a ll p ap er lends
c h a r m and c h e e r to t h e w h o le house.
T h e liv in g
ro o m , t h a t d in in g ro o m ; m a k e t h e m sm ile ag a in .

A t Your Nawntoalar
Y a a r ly S u b s c rip tio n $ 1 . 8 0
Send for our new free corf-

NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

Veterinary Surgeon

w ith

j

15c a copy

6 North Michigan Avaaua, Chicago

cro p s

W ALL P A P E

BETTER
TH AN
EVER

A t Any Drug Stora

c it y o f fa r m

BT

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

360 ILLUSTRATIONS

The old family remedy — in tablet
form— *afe, sure, easy to take. N o
opiates no unpleasant after effects.
Cures colds in 24 hours -Grip in 3
days. Money back if itfails. Get the
genuine box with
Red Top and Mr.
Hiit's picture on it
24 Tablets for 25c.

go about your*
tnind that it
shortly.
“L. 1\“

so handy and rcasona1.’^
scription
troubles;
bottom those pesk\
of appetite—
This
cine is harmless—
for
reliable. Has been standard
eral storekeeper over 60 year1-. Do not
on
joying the relief this excellent
Large
50 cents. Sample free. The“L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

360 ARTICLES

cascaraE t quinine

often you
work, the idea in
^
will wear ofT—be ail right
Why wait!3 Why delay when relief is s o
i n t h e true.
A T W O O D ’S Medicine ' ,i A a reliable pre
for any ailment ba M on digestive
which troubles a r e ? •. nvralu a* the
of
little -..aan luadackco- loss
biiiousm
Meoplessness, t ‘ o.
inc h(good,
)oung and old)—safe
with ycc.r druggist and gen
Unger delay
remedy afford-.
bottle,

B U T O NE OF M A N Y
There Is frequently heard the cry.
'‘Kill the Kaiser.” as though the death I
of the autocratic war-mad Emperor of
German would end the war. As de -1
sirable as Is the demise of this unde
sirable and offensive ruler, it is we l l :
to remember that he and his colleagues
represent a highly organized war fac
tion. So extremely developed is this 1
organization and so permeated are tlm
German people with the thought of a !
militarized social order, that Germany
represents seemingly, a solid front
against world enemies. Not the death i
of any ruler in such a regime, but the i
absolute defeat of the enemy we are
fighting today is what will end the j
war. It can and will be beaten, but i t !
is well to remember that hope cannot be placed In the death of the I
Kaiser as a means of ending the
struggle.
It Is not Impossible or improbable
that the German w ar party, with its
extensively developed censorship and
its Aagrant publicity plan, could and
would keep the death of the Kaiser
from the public. Knowing the Incen
tive for a final and telling drive that
news of the death of this satanic lead
er would inspire, It would doubtless be
a part o f the German plan to keep his
passing a secret W hile the general

Cold At Once

D E N T IS T
over French’s Drug Store

Office

Office Hours: S A. M. to 5 P. M.
Others by appointment
Telephone 164 2

H. J. CHANDLER
E N G IN E E R

AND

.S U R V E Y O R

Office 13 Hey wood Street
Tel. 256-2

H O U L T O N . M A IN E

VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE
Specialists in the use of High
Frequency Electricity
Paralysis. Goitre, Neurasthenia. W o 
manly Troubles. Sciatica. Rheuma
tism, Eczema, Diseases of the stom
ach, Kidneys and Bowels.
A special department where Massage,
hand, vibratory and electrical is
uivon under the direc tion of a train
ed expert. Women attendants.
Consultation free.
Office hourrs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.

Office in Dunn Furniture B I o c I l
Telephone 80

sa v e

Continued from page

BANGOR ft AROOSTOOK RAILROAD COMPANY

C O U N T R Y S T IL L A L R IG H T

Office of the President

T o the Public:
Reduction in Passenger Train Service
Six months ago the principal railroads in New England,
.anticipating shortage of coal this winter made great reductions
in their passenger train service; about three months ago they
made still further reductions in the number of passenger
trains run but up to the present time we have tried, in the inter
e s t of the public, to avoid doing so, except in some minor cases
on branch lines, but the time has now come when we are obliged
to takeoff one of the through trains, as ordered by the follow
ing telegram from the Government Assistant Director General

of Railroads:—

“Bangor & Aroostook has not reduced passenger service
in line with what other lines are doing, can you not get off
some trains in the interst of fuel conservation?’’
One of the through trains, each way, will be taken off about
.January 20th, details of the new arrangement will be furnished
Jo the press by our Passenger Department.
Unloading Freight Cars
The Government Director General of Railroads has desig
nated the week commencing January 14th, calling upon the pub
lic to give SPECIAL attention to unloading freight cars which
nre desperately needed throughout the country to move mater
ials needed in the W ar; we have a number of Government ord
ers which cannot be moved at present for lack of cars and the
public is urged to do everything in their power to incresase the
prompt unloading of cars, not only next week but continually
throughout the winter.
PERCY R. TODD, President.

VHAT TO USE TO PREVENT
APPENDICITIS
Houlton people should know simple
ucktborn bark, gleerine, ect., as mixi In Adler-i-ka, flushes the E N T IR E
wPS! tract so completely that appenIcitls is prevented. O N E S P O O N F U L
.dter*i-ka relieves A N Y C A SE sour
tomach, gas or constipation because
removes A L L foul matter which
logged and poisoned your system,
lie IN ST A N T action surprises both
octors and patients. O. F. French
! Son.

of the Government

in these

N o w it w ould seen, th at i f u n tow ard
even ts w e re to tak e place th e y w ould
h a v e m a n ifested
th e m s e lv e s
b e fo re
this, fo r w e h a ve been at w a r n ea rly a
year. T h e
p red ictio n
th at the
w ar

No. 4232
REPO RT

C O N D IT IO N

Tie farmers Hatioaal Bank

Notes and bills redis
counted
52,180 9<;
32,180 9b
$527,7'. W
> .30

12,500 oo

Total U. S. Bonds (other
than Liberty Bonds) and
12,500 00
certificates of indebtedness
Liberty Loan Bonds,
unpledged 5 1-2 per cent and
4 per cent
2 <,3o0
Liberty Loan Bonds,
23,500
pledged
Securities other than U. S.
bonds (not i n e 1 u d i n g
stocks) owned unpledged
213,001 09
215,<4)0 00
Total bonds, securities, etc.
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank
(50 per cent of sutwcription)

Into

H a lf-m ourning

“ I ’ll g iv e

the

853,389 90

Do l l a r s Cts .

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund

s w a llo w e d .” D on ’t you g iv e th a t blouse

Prudent
to no L iz z ie , M iss A n n e tte , c o ’s n e x ’
He— “I would give lots to make you
m o n t’ I ’se g w in e outa m ou rn in ’ from

th e w a is t up.”

Give Animal Fertilizer
a Real Try-out f*

subject to check
Dividends unpaid
Total demand deposits,

MORE P O T A S H = MORE PO TATO ES

■

A good rich soil is the potato farm er’s greatest asset. T h e
w h ole w orld demands m ore food—m ore potatoes. Greater
tato crops can be gro w n w ith Parmenter A Polsey Potash
rtilizers. T h ey are pow erful and productive because they
•re made from B L O O D , M E A T , B O N E sad 4% P O T A S H .
W e guarantee our P O T A S H to be Water-Soluble. O ur
Potash Fertilisers g ro w bigger crops and make bigger profits
fo r you w ith Isas labor. W ith present high potato prices you
out w ell afford to buy m ore fertilizer. O ur fertilizers are fine
crop insurance. Approved b y N e w England Experim ent
Stations. A nd you get even m ore value than you buy. W rite
n o w fo r booklet ana prices w hile w e can supply you.

■
I

K

g
■
_
B
*
g

g

BUY NOW

T . L . Marshall, Fort Fairfield, G en 'l Salesman.
P A R M E N T E R A P O L S E Y F E R T IL IZ E R CO ., Boston, Mass.
Branch CootoUattd Rendering Co.

4MENTER £• POLSEY
F E R T IL IZ E R S

*

Less current expenses,
interest, and taxes paid
Interest and discount col
lected but not earned
Amount reserved for all
interest accrued
Circulating notes outstanding
Net amount due to kinks am
bankers
Total of items 3i
and 32
11,1:
D E M A N D Deposits:

U S .

12,200 (X)

q u is itiv e , w an ted
contained.

borne out by actu al even ts. A s to the
d ecla ra tio n that the w ar is to be fo llo w ed by a w a v e o f crim e, th ere seem s

“ W h e re

a t? ”

asked

B row n.

“ Oh, I d o n ’t know th e nam e, but
it's a little shop ju st d ow n th a t a lle y
a cross th e re ,” said Johnson.
“ A h - h a !”

laughed

B row n ,

w h o a l

w a ys lik ed his little jo k e, “ then th e y
m ust be a lle y g a ite rs .”
T h is

so

tick led

Johnson

th at

he

m ade up his mind he m ust te ll it to
his w ife , so
on re a c h in g h om e he
burst in to the room and lau gh ed u n 
til his w ife thou ght he w ou ld
n ver
stop.
She w anted to k n ow w h at was the
jo k e, so Johnson sta rted to te ll her.
“ Ha-ha,

he-he.

Oh,

a joke!

such

I ju st m et B row n and he ask ed m e
w hat I ’d g o t in m y parcel.
“ I to ld him I ’d b ou gh t a n ew p a ir
o f g a ite rs , and d id n ’t k n ow the nam e

o i th e shop, but It was ju st dow n a
little court.
“ H e im m ed ia tely said, ‘Good. T h en
y o u ’ve g o t tw o c ro c o d ile s .'
W h a t!
Y ou

lia b ilitie s or to liq u id a te accu m u lated
d eb ts; not, at least, by any fin an cial

j

m ethod

w h ich

w ould

be

u n lik ely

to be about as m uch fou n d ation fo r th e cause a g re a t d eal o f m isch ief,
p red ictio n
as fo r the fe a r that the j “ T h o s e possest o f p ro p e rty

to

c a n ’t

see

it! W e ll,

I ’m

perhaps

o n ly

thousands o f men to th e ir hom es and

tunate, or

p ea cefu l pursuits is th ere not reason
in b e lie v in g that th e ir influ ence
w ill

n eigh b ors, but th ey cannot accom p lish
th at w ith a n y c a p ita l that has been
alrea d y a ll located.

less

th rifty ,

T h e y w ould h ave

to u tilize incom e.
N o m ethod ex ists
by w hich p ro p erty
(s e c u ritie s r e p 
resen t p r o p e r ty ) can be turned back
into liquid

ca p ita l

fresh purpose.

and

applied

to

a

T h e re can be no liq u i

been m ade safe fo r d em ocra cy, o r w ill dation o f assets in the sen se re fe rre d
d em o cra cy
be
m ade safe
fo r
the to, on ly an ex ch a n ge o f cu rren cy, rea l

b le s t !”

A W A R -D E B T

BY

sible such as would

be n ecessa ry

to

'm e e t w ar lia b ilitie s from past accu, m ulations. It is d em on stra b ly true

T IM E Deposits:
431,28.5 57
Other time deposits
Xo. 274’ )
Total of time deposits,
431,285 5 '
Bills payable, other than with
R E P O R T OF
50,000
Federal Reserve Rank.

They

ca n ’t see a

T h en

he

w en t out

in

in to the

the

fresh

r.ir. sla m m in g the d oor as he did so.

T e rrible Tempered Panlow
Court
explained
som e o f the reasons w h y she dreads
the w ild e r typ e o f life .
She made It
c le a r
that she had been
associated
w ith
her husband in m a trim o n y for
ton yea rs and th at a ll in te re s t in life
on the plains, tales o f valor and re
ven g e. d e te c tiv e sto ries, and advent
urous situ ation s had died in the mean
In

-Mrs.

the D om estic
A n to in e tte

R e la tio n s

P a n lo w

tim e.
“ H e's

or crea ted , and if any sort o f valu e is o n e ,"
to be m aintained, th ere must be a rig id v ork.
lim it to this sort o f co n version , and yea rs
no g re a t tu rn o v e r o f p ro p erty is p os it fo r

w o rld ?

TO P A Y IN G

w a y w ith wom en.

jo k e when i t ’s s ta rin g them
face. I saw it in a m om en t.”

m igh t

w a r period w ould be m arked by l o c a l ; be co m p elled by th e G o vern m en t to
d isorders. W ith
the
retu rn o f
the p ay m ore taxation than th e ir less f o r 

AS

a lw a y s

g o in g

to k ill

some

said Mrs. Panlow', “ and he won’t
E v e ry tim e the ren t is due for
I ’ve had to scu rry around to get
fe a r he'd k ill th e ren t man if a

w ord was said to him. E v e r y time the
d u m b w a iter b ell has ru n g

loud he’s

said h e’d kn ock the head o ff w h o e v e r
ran g it, and e v e r y tim e we’ve been out
w a lk in g he has been on the verge of
g e ttin g in to a te rrib le figh t and of kill

W a r e x p e n d i in g som e one. H e has a te r r ib le tem
ture
is
m
et
by
the
continuous
m o v e  p er."
Reserve District No. 1
M a g is tra te H a rris looked in te n tly
m
ent
o
f
incom
e,
and
the
s
ize
o
f
that
T H E C O N D IT IO N O F
incom e is depen d en t on the n atu re o f at the defen dan t.
“ D id n ’t I see you in H a rle m C ourt
the effo rt w h ich the nation is requ ired
tw
o w eek s a g o ? " he asked.
to put forth. T h e con d ition o f in flation
w hat he has produced.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF HOULTON

At Hon nun inthe .state ol .Maine, at the emse w hich results, and w h ich som e w ritof business. Dec. 31,1917.
' ers can not re fra in from brin gin g* in52,180 <*)
RESOI
IK
ES
D
o
n
\
ns
(
i
s
t o the discussion, is h a rd ly
re le v a n t
$52,180 90
Loans and Discounts > 279,829 93
the sam e rea so n in g would seem to apS t a t e o k M a i n f , Count) of Aroostook, s s :
Total oans
2)9,829 93 2.9,829 93 piy if the a lte rn a tiv e o f p a yin g fo r the
I, W . F. T it c o m r , Cushier of the aliove
Overdrafts, unsecured
80 70
So 70 I w a r a fte r it is o v e r by a tax on cap ital
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
l
T.
S.
R
O
ND
S
:
is the solution to be applied.
above statement is true to the best of my
l r. S. hoods deposited to secure
knowledge and belief.
! “ T h ere
d oes not seem
to be any
circulation (par value)
ao.oon on
W. F. TITCOMB, Cashier.
fea sib le plan by w h ich a p ortion o f the
Total F. S. bonds (other
|e x is tin g n ation al w ea lth can be th row n
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 10th
than Liberty Ronds; and
i^ooo oo into a huge pool atid used to cancel
day of ,lan. 1918.
certificates of indebtedness
Correct—a t t e s t :
Joseph A T Brown, I,eland O. Ludwig,
Frederick A . 1’owers, Directors.

it

“ W e ll,” said Johnson, “ i f you must

p eriod w ould be m arked by in tern a l ■able, o r even p ortion a b le, assets can
d istu rb an ces does not seem to be not be used to pay d a ily m atu rin g

C ontinued from p a ge S

P krcv L. R i okoct , Notary 1ublic.

what

k n ow

said he, as his
w ife m a in ta in ed a
seriou s exp ression .
“ T h a t ’s ju s t th e

11,129 79

SS53,3X9 90

to

know, I ’ve ju st bought a pair of gait
e rs — v e ry nice ones, to o .”

C O N S C R IP T IO N O F W E A L T H
25.4,732 13
2,000 can be accom p lish ed by s im ila r m eans j that the w a r can be paid fo r on ly w ith
But both p a rties seem to be in d u lgin g current incom e, a man g iv in g his en er2-'4;,732 l;
in an e n tire ly fa ls e reason in g. Im m ov- g ies and re c e iv in g his rew a rd from

Total
Liabilities for Rediscounts
iicluding those with
Federal Reserve Rank
Total

parcel

T h e la tte r had a

under his arm , and B row n , always In 

FOOD A D M IN ISTR A TIO N

be la rg e ly fo r good, as it w as b e fo re
50,000 00
th ey w en t to w a r? Is th ere not e v e r y 
■30,000 (X)
th in g to point to the body p o litic se t
dow n to con d ition s
that
w ill
19,942 41 tlin g
m ake fo r the best p ea ce? I f this is
10, (XX) 00 not to be ex p ected w ill the w orld h ave

2,100 00

the street.

and serve
the cause oFfreedom

2.409 00

Value of banking
(>,000 OO
house
(j,000 00
M iss A n n e tte B enton, on retu rn in g Equity in banking house
from a visit, brou gh t a g if t to each o f Lawful reserve with Fed
50,000 (X)
eral Reserve Bank
h e r m o th er's co lo red servan ts. I t w as
Cash in Vault and net
th e “ d a y o u t” fo r L ily , the lou sem aid ,
amounts due from
21,925 t>5
so A n n e tte d istrib u ted h er g ifts ,
re
national banks
s e rv in g fo r L ily a s c a rle t-s ilk blouse. Net amounts due from
380 05
banks and bankers
“ T h a t w o n ’t d o,” said M rs. Benton.
3,130 29
Checks on other banks
“ L i l y ’s in m ou rn in g.”
23,431) 59
Total of Items
“ M o u rn in g ? ”
Cheeks on banks located
“ Y e s , fo r h e r husband; he died in
9,437 95
outside of city
ja il, and L i l y ’s w e a rin g a lo n g crap e Redemption fund with U, S. Treas
025 00
urer and due from U. S. Treasurer
v e il.”
100 00
Interest
earned
but
not
collected
W h e n L ily retu rned, h er you n g m is

Going

tress e x p re s t re g re t.

A N I M A L

OF

At lioulton in the Suite o f Maine, at the close
of business, Dee. 31, 1917.
RKsO U RC E.S
Do l l a r s Ct s .
Loans and Discounts
$379,971 32
Total loans
$579,971 32

U. S. Bonds deposited to
secure circulation (par
value)

Forgot the Combination
B row n m et Johnson h u rryin g along

1-wheat
use more corn
2 - use
meat
more fish <1beans,
3-fats
use ju s t enough
4“sugar
O use syrups

Reserve District No. 1
OF T H E

Total
The Tatkerland is not surprised
blouse to L iz z ie .” she said, “ and g e t L IA B IL IT IE S .
That Heinie Schultz’s bosom swells
With pride, for all have been advised you som eth in g e ls e .”
L ily looked at the blouse, then she
He’s poisoned twenty-seven wells!

happy.’’
She— ’’Vacant or improved?”

critical

times.

ltal woud inevitably lead, and by fluc
tuations resulting from general causes,
j ’’W hat has been spent on the war
must be paid for by current and future
efforts and increased production. The
liabilities can not be juggled out of
existence.”

Liberty I-oan Ronds
unpledged 3 1-2 )>er cent
and 4 per cent
2iv5on
Liberty Ixwn Bonds 3 1-2
per cent and 4 per cent,
pledged to secure State
or other deposits or
bills payable
|o,ooo ou

j w a r-secu rities. Its
con versio n
in to
Jsom e form o f m oney w ould be n eces
s a r y , and w hat the situ ation would be
|a fte r the S ta te had c o lle c te d a
vast
(a m ou n t o f p rop erty, and d istrib u ted
|th e e q u iv a le n t o f its assum ed v a lu e to
.44,5001 the h olders o f w a r-secu rities is beyond

“ Y e s ," said Mr. P a n lo w to the m a g 
istrate. “ I w as there.

I m ade a c o m 

plaint again st th ’ boy that tends

the

fruit-stand at ou r corner. But 1 d id n ’t
te ll m y w ife about it.”
“ W h a t did the boy do to y o u ? ” a s k 
ed the court.
“ H e hit m e." said the te rrib le te m 
pered Mr. P a n low , “ and I had him a r 
re s te d ."

On a Narrow Margin

A newspaper friend of ours, whose
duties keep him up o' nights, entered
a down-town restaurant at a late hour
Tuesday evening. He glhneed at the
clock, then at the calendar, then at
the menu, from which he ordered a
frugal repast. Then he waited, ner
vously.
At the end of ten minutes, he suc
ceeded in catching his w aiter’s eye.
“ Look here, how long am I going to
have to wait for that grub I ordered?”
he inquired.
“ Oh, I guess it won’t be long now,”
yawned the waiter. “ In a hurry?”
“ In a hurry? Say, I ordered a meal
without meat because it is meatless
day. And if I have to wait five minutes
longer it will be wheatless day, and I
won t get a darned thing!"

Bonds other than 1 . S. bonds
J im agin in g. T h e r e is th e
su ggestion
pledged to secure postal
j
that u nder the plan the h olders o f
savings deposits
0,300 <<o
w a r-d eb t w ould m e re ly su rren d er th e ir
Securities other than L\ S.
bonds (not including stocks)
|bonds, but
to d iffe r e n tia te
b etw een
owned unpledged
192,958 29
variou s classes o f p ro p e rty w ou ld on ly
199,258 29
Total bombs, securities, etc.
m ake
con fu sion w o rs e
confou nded.
Stock of Federal Reserve Rank
4,500
oo
T
h
e
valu
ation
alon
e
w
ou
ld
be a w ork
(50 per cent of subscription)
i
o f years, and m igh t be ren d ered im Value of banking house
i5.ooo do
Equity in banking
1possible by the m od ification o f values
15,00b 00^
f{le attem p t to con fiscate eaphouse
Furniture and
fixtures
o,5uo ou
Lawful Reserve with
i
Federal Reserve Rank
24,974 04
Cash in vault and net amounts
Corns Lift Right Off With “Get*-lt"
due from national lxanks
04,524 10
Blessed relief from corn pains is
Net amount due from
i
Errors
simple as A B C with “ Gets-It.”
i,7oo
oo
banks and bankers.
When you’ve been limping around
Mrs. Jones rushed into her neigh
Cheeks on other banks in I be
for days trying to get away from a
same city or town as re
bor's and asked if she might use the
2on to heart-drilling corn or bumpy callus,
porting bank
and everything you’ve tried has only telephone.
Checks on banks located
“ W hat’s the matter?" asked the
made it worse, and then you put some
outside of city or town of re
“ Gets-It” on and the pain eases right neighbor.
porting bank and other rash
8oj oo away, and the corn peels right off
items
“ I want to send for the doctor for

CORN PAIN STOPPED QUICK

like a banana skin— ‘ 'ain't it a grand
my husband!” panted Mrs. Jones.
:,ik) ) w and heavenly feeling?”
“ What's up with him?"
------------ 1 “ G e ts -It”
has
re v o lu tio n ize d
th e
out,tdo 3o (
h isto ry o f the w orld. M illio n s
"H e tells me he has got hepatitis,
Do l l a r * Ct s . ’
dyspepsia, rheumatism, enteritis, gas
50,000 oo
tritis, appendicitis, nephritis, and eore100,000 oo
bro-spinal meningitis: “
“ Where dd he get all that?"
.s34 if.
“ Why, a man induced him to buy a
9,x u i<;
medical dictionary, and he's just be
i
gun reading it !"

Redemption fund with F. S. Treas
reasurer
urer and due from l

Total
LI ARI LITIE.s
Capital stoek paid m
Surplus fund
Fiuliva :ed
profit.'
Less current expenses,
interest, and taxes paid
Amount reserved for all
5,000 00
interest accrued
49.300 00
Circulating notes outstanding
DEMAND Deposits;
Individual deposits subject to
922,259 81 ;
T h e ir Parents do not know it
cheek
03 51).
Certified checks
worms in children ar.-:
3,000 <)0 !
Dividends unpaid
swollen upper lip.
Total demand deposits 225,31 I 31
stomach,
offensive
bard and full b e l l y
TI ME Deposits :
•asional griplngs and
Postal Savings Deposits
pains about the nave), pale
•12,218
Other time deposits
face < f leaden tint, r.v>‘s
Total of time deposits sub
heavy and dull1, twit ehmg
215,) 01 89 1
ject to Reserve
|use it and It
never
fails. Ladles
eyelids . itching of the nos.-,
Rills payable with Fed
10,000 j w e a r smaller choes and have paln- (raMItartM. 1*1 itchim of the rectum. short
eral Reserve Rank
W e old fellows and young dry cough, grindingr of the teeth. little
(4)4,4(>o 3f> fr e e feet.
Total
fellows forget our toes and feel fris- red points sticking out oil the t. -ngoe.
St a t k of M a i n k , County of Aroostook, ss.
Everybody with a corn
p, slow fever. <Jrown
I, It. F. W a r d , Cashier of the above named
as colts. —
...
folks a:re :s ubject to. worms ;also.
bank,
do
solemnly
swear
that
the
above
stateo
r
c
a
^
us
n
eeds
Gets-It.
W
e
will
D&IIK, <I<>SUJemiliy
UAC awm;
uc--a
• swmi
*l>est of-umi
• » .iw
—
ohAiift and
ami anlnv
best vetmedv is Dr. ’!Prue's
T he on.
meat is true to the
my knowledge
and
a ll urollr
w a lk abou
enjoy nnrftAlvpfl
ourselves
as we did without corns. Get a bot Flixer, th.>■ Family Laxitive and worm
belief
tle today fro m your druggist, or sent Fxpolle r. Food for• adults also. Mrs.
If. F. W A R D , Cashier.
on receipt of price hj E. Lawrence Curtis. of Houston, Texas, believe?i thm
Subscribed and sworn to Itefore me this 12th & Co., Chicago, 111., 25c is all you and wr itesi that she* will be glad to tell
day of Jau., 1918.
her frie nds of the b onefits she has r< i\ need to pay.
Aaron A . Putnam, Notary Public.
Sold in Houlton and recommended od 14. >t a bottle torday at v<nir de;tier's.

THOUSANDS OF CHILDREN
HAVE WORMS

ind $1
as the world’s best corn remedy by 4»)c. ♦><»
Correct—Attest:
for (ur( her
Son, Leighton & Wei
C, H. PIERCE, G. II. D U N X, A. G. PUT- O. P. French &
Feeley and Hatheway Drug Co.
N A M, Directors.

,Maine*

HOULTON

TIMES. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, 1918

CHANGE OF TIME ON B. & A.

Don’t forget the date of the Exten
That is why our great Emreror has
decided to put an end to all these in sion Schools on Dairy Feeding, at the
N II m IW * J a a v a rr 21. 1 9 IN
justices, and to extricate the weeds. Grange Hall, on Jan. 28, 29, 30. Spec
ialists on the subject will be in atten
Do you understand that now?
Depart
Arrive
dance.
I
remain
your
school
friend,
For Van Buren
From Bangor
Probably there is not in Aroostook
K A T IE HAMEL.
12.53 P. M.
12.43 P. M.
a
dissenting opinion as to Mr. K id 
(Daughter
of
the
State
Councilor
6.44 P. M.
6.41 P. M.
der’s claim for the office of Register
of Architecture).
For Bangor
From Van Buren
!of Deeds. His record in the office is
9.20
A . M.
9.13 A . M.
without a flaw as regards capable,
4.39 P. M.
4.32 P. M.

MANY EXEMPTIONS FROM
Jfaithful and satisfactory service.
GARFIELD ORDER this is not enough to ensure his

•

That ought not to work a hardship crete sinks, w'here they can wash their
if the supply is properly used. The clothes in spare time. Some of the of the Chautauqua season, the Presi
men ought to be all the fitter for it. men were hard at it, with soap and dent of the United States and many
They will certainly be the hardier and brush, on their underwear the day I of the governmental departments and
war agencies sent a group of notable
better able to stand the rigors of visited this particular camp.
men to speak to the convention and to
trench life. Cozily heated barracks
h T he re.Ctent a|’rivals appear to h a v e ‘ express their appreciation of the great
would be a poor preparation for mud
been pretty well treated, both by the W ork accomplished,
and raw winds.
authorities and the civilian population
President Wilson sent as his perSome of them w ill raise a howl
at home. Certain units receive ten sonal representative, George Creel
about the cold; they wouldn’t be sol
fo ars a month extra p&y, and have Chairman of the Committee on Public
diers unless they did. But if they
knew how badly the civilian popula tqb!lnlr 0hlde-d W,lth Clomfort kits> cou* (Information. Mr. Creel addressed the
‘
S a.V,ng )rush’ mirror- talcum j convention in regard to the needs o f
tion is off for fuel they would thank powder,
pins, needles and thread.
their stars. And the American Army toothbrush and paste. And they are the war, and in the course of his ad
dress he said:
in camps will live in more comfort better off in the way of clothing than
“ I vioce the conviction of the Presi
ably heated quarters this winter than any other regiments over here. Each
dent of the United States w'hen I ex
any equal number of men in France. man has three woolen -hurts, four press the hope that your work will
Moreover, they are sure to add to suits of ‘heavy underwear of good keep pace in growth with the war pre
the official supply.
What the hoys [ quality, four pairs of heavy woolen parations of the nation, FOR IT IS
ALM O ST AS IN TR E G R A L A P A R T
can’t rustle remains unca’.alogued I socks two pairs of hobnail field shoes OF TH E N A T IO N A L DEFENSE AS
among utilitarian articles. Ar Ameri-|a pair, of dress shoes, three suits of,-MEN AND M UNITIONS,
can regiment could be set down at woolen o. d. -uniform, one hat, and j Henry R. Davison, executive head
tht1 Noith Pole without a thing hut two or three pairs of leggings.
A ° f the Red (Toss W ar Council, ma.de
the ( lothes on then backs, and within heavy overcoat, a slicker and a regulafirst trip away from Washington,
(wo hours some of them would find a tion sweater complete his outfit.
traveling in his special car to address
stove and kindling wood and some
His bedding is ample. He has three
Chicago convention, and with him
chow and a pack of cards and a place o. d. woolen blankets and a bed sack. jwas *v>' Lee, his first assistant. Upon
to get a drink!
which he stuffs with staw. Most of his return to Washington Mr.
Davi" Where did you-find that?" demand- them have improvised pillow's too.
son seiit hack this message:
ed a Bay State1 officer of a man in his
Rut the light artillery drew' the
“ It is impossible for me to convey
company who was warming his legs prize camp of the American force. It to you my appreciation of your co
at a small stove1.
is located in a magnificent country of operation with me and my associates

If
re11.20 A. M.
I)r. Leon S. Merrill, Federal A d -! nomination, it w ill suffice to say that
ministrator for Maine, Saturday, was he has as a political asset more perauthorized to give most liberal inter- j sonal friends than any other man in
North
5.43 P. M. pretation to federal Administrator ! Aroostook, and what is more and betSouth
11.10 A . M. 9.35 P . M. Fuel Garfield’s order in respect to all ter he deserves this friendship and
Going North
9.45 A . M. 8.15 P. M. food trades and industries pertain good will. So a motion would be in
Going South
4.15 P .M . ing thereto. Maine’s federal food ad order to nominate Mr. James If. KidStar Herald.
The 4.15 P. M. does not connect for St. ministrator has been authorized to|(jer by acclamation
exempt from Administrator Garfield’s |
John, N. B. and East.
The 9.35 P. M. does not connect from onder, all industries whose continu- ,
Bangor, Portland and Boston.
ous operation is necessary in order to
The 11.10 A . M. does not connect from St. preserve the uninterrupted conduct
The following are reports and
John, N. B. and East.
of all food trades and industries. E le -, prices of hay from some of the prinvators, potato and vegetable houses, I cipal cities of New England and the
cold storoge of all kinds, grain stor- |city of New York, furnished by the
Church of the Good Shepherd
age, grain and feed mills, cereal pro-! commission merchants of the several
Rev. H. Scott Smith. Priest in
duct manufacturers, bakeries, canners, i cities:
charge.
Providence, R. I.
driers, milkdealers, creameries, con
Holy Communion
8 a. m.
“ Receipts of hay not heavy, hut
densers and other milk product manMorning Prayer, Holy Communion
houses, ice refrigerators, sugar man about equal to requirements, Prices
and Sermon
10.30
ufacturers,
commission,
wholesale, ranging from $20.00 to $30.00. Better
"You nu-an thoM ow . sir? Oh. just srw llin* hills ami .loop rich valleys,
Sunday School after Morning Services
and retail trade, will he conducted grades’ wanted with light receipts."
around.
"h e re the dawn mists churn like bilEvening Prayer and Sermon 7 p. m.
New Haven, Conn.
without interruption. In fact every
"Around where?"
lows of smoke. And they fell hmr to
Congregational Church
"Market at present well filled, paysort of food and drink preserving,
“ Oh, just sort of fou n d . captain." a pile of French barracks that are tbo
Prin. W . F. Davis will preach at the manufacturing
...... , .....
,.....
. . . .
Ul£l a
Tnp
and
distributions j ing $29.00 and $30.00 for New York And that is all ho ovor
loarnod about .equal of tho best in the United states,
Cong’l church next Sunday morning agency are exempt from the Fuel Ad- state hay, which is the host we get.
RThoy are built solidly of stono and
in the absence of the minister. Mr. m inistratofs order, according to a ' A little from Ohio and Pennsylvania,
An adjutant had to cad a halt on (oiorote. with walls thick enough to
Davis always has an acceptable mes telegram received by Dr. Merrill from Demand mostly for coarse timothy
this zealous rustling.
Ho had boon resist, a Minnesota winter. The barsage and is sure of a good audience.
Federal Food Administrator Herbert mixed with a little clover. Hay from mueh handicapped for want of ear to racks were in excellent condition and
Methodist Episcopal Church
Hoover, indirect industries includes tin1 Northern staff's and Canada is not get about, and often said so. It must needed only a thorough cleansing,
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Minister.
such items as bag manufacturers, satisfactory, too much mixed with fine have bothered his striker to see. the "Any vermin?" I asked a rookie,
Public worship at 10.30 A. M.
binder twine manufacturers, ammonia grasses. When the loose hay in this adjutant worrit'd by such a lack, for: " Ai n’t heard a scratch yet." he r e
The Sunday School will meet at manufacturers and fertilizers.
locality iscleaned up, think themar-1 on a bright October morning he c a m e‘ plied,
noon 4n eluding the Men’s organized
kot will he better for hailed hay."
j driving up to a headquarters in a fliv- i Tlb* nn*n u.-re much better
fed at
From Fort Kent
5.30 P. M.

From
From

For Fort Kent

CANADIAN PACIFIC

HAY MARKET

CHURCH SERVICES

class.
Junior League at 3.00 in the after
noon.
6.16 the Epworth League meeting.
Praise and preaching service at
7.00. The great anthem, “Te Deum,”
previously sung by the choir will be
repeated by special request.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday

evening.

Sunday

RULES A N D REGULATIONS
GOVERNING THE IMPORTA
TION, MANUFACTURE, STOR
AGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
FOOD COMMODITIES FOR
DOMESTIC TRADE BY PER
SONS SUBJECT TO LICENSE

New Yor k
j vcr.
“ Owing to embargo on railroads hay j "Found a car lor you. sir." he reis very scarceat present
and the d<>ported cheerfully.
maud very good, hut'in
our opinion!
“ What do you mean? How could
there is an abundance of ha}' in the; you get a car for me?"
hands of the farmers of the Eastern
The soldier's explanation was vague
and New England states to take care
of the consumption between now and
the next harvest, if the railroads can
provide cars for the transportation.”

to a degree; but he had the car. So
why the Sam Hill should the adjutant
quibble? They were still arguing the
point— the officer staring greedily at

the outset than their officers, who had
given the messing contract to a eater
or. Indeed, so many officers formed
the habit of sneaking off t,, their com!pfiny kitchens for a go at real (how
.H at the practice was stopped by
an
[order.
Now, however, the officers
have their own mess and draw rations
j for it.
New mess halls have been put
for the men, who ate for some weeks

t h i ^ r ^ c r : ! ' i " rk Yo^‘ Certainly rtould
f'nJ°y the satisfaction of contributing
to. a (le£ree which few if any can con
V
a,1(J at a time when il is of
vital importance
portanee to our neonle
people and thn
the
country
My day with you in Chicago
uil1 ho memorable
not because of
what f did, but rather because of my
observation of the spirit which is
centered in and controlled by your
v, underfill organization. You have a
’.cry great responsibility, and are cer
tainly acquiring yourselves in a way
which should give you satisfaction all
your lives. Mr. Lee joins me in gr vitest appreciation and in eongratulati(\i
upon ail that you and your associates
are doing."
(Signed) Henry p. Davison
! ’ • Secretary of the Treasury scut
William Jennings Bivan as his special
u fi's e n t a .e. The Food AdminJs( t.-, ,
1 M\ Van Hise of the University of Wisconsin. The Y. M. C. A.
was represented, and Canada came to
the convention in the person of Mr. J
MacDonald, editor of the Toronto
Globe.

Promulgated by the President of
the flivver and his striker growing
Large bales
In short, practically
every great
Class the United States under the author No. 1
28.00— 29.00 persuasive— when a Y. M. C. A. man in the open or under whatever shel
ity
conferred
on
him
by
Act
of
Con
agency
dedicated
to
the
winning of
Win be rtapansible for the Congrega
No. 2
26.00— 28.00 arrived hotfoot to claim his property. ter they could find. And their show
gress, approved August 10, 1917, en
the
war
and
the
alleviation
of its suftion next Sunday evening, the Ladies’ titled “An Act to provide further for No. 3
21.00— 23.00 He seemed resentful.
ers and washrooms and latrines are „ .
Aid the following Sunday evening, the national security and defense by Shipping
18.00— 20.00
"H ow could I know it was yours?" models. This camp Is easily the best ferlng 8ent its repre8entatlves t0 c w '
cago to tell the Chautauqu&s that they
then the other church societies in encouraging the production, conserv No. Grade
16.00— 17.00 protested the dough joy. "I watched equipped of any occupied by our for
are a most vital factor in the winning
cluding six Sunday evenings, which ing the supply, and controlling the Fancy Light Clover Mixed 26.00— 27.00 for twenty minutes outside that place ces.
distribution of food products and
of the war. The Chautauqua move
w ill be followed by a grand rally of
No. 1 Clover Mixed
23.00— 24.00 and nobody come out; so I figured it
fuel.”
ment is beginning a great national
all the societies. There will be a
The licensee shall not ship or sell No. 2 Clover Mixed
20.00— 21.00 was an abandoned car. S ’help me,
service. It is more important now
special sermon and music at each for food purposes from points of pro No. 1 Clover
23.00— 24.00 it’s the truth, m ajor!”
than
ever before, and it will become
one.
duction, potatoes which are not prac No. 2 Clover
19.00— 20.00
The barracks in which some of the
By
reason
of
its
great
service
to
the
*ncreasin£ly
important as the war coatically free from frost injury and de
F. S. AD AM S,
new-comers are quartered consist of
nation
last
summer,
the
Chautauqua
Unues.
cay, and which are not free from se
Chief, Bureau of Markets
many large stone and concrete build- j
movement has leaped into a position
■— ..................
rious damage caused by dirt or other
ings, with wide streets between. They j
of national importance never before CROUP a t m i d n i g h t w e l l i n T H E
foreign matter, sunburn, s e c o n d
were recently occupied by Moroccan j
The following letter, written by a growths, cuts, scab, blight, dry rot,
equalled in its history. It has been *
m o r n in g
troops,
which did not specially im- j
Prussian school girl to a friend in
suddenly transformed from an Insti- ‘ ‘‘A few " iRi ^ ag? one ,°! my patrofta
or other disease, insects or mechani The Editor of the Houlton Times,
,
,
had a small child taken with croup about
prove their sanitary condition; but!
Switzerland, Is published for the in
Houlton, Me.
tution of peace time importance into midnighti- writes M. T. Davis, Bearsformation of those who are inclined cal means.
the Americans speedily remedied all ;
one of war time necessity. The means vilie, W. Va. “ Tfioy mm? to my store
to think that Germany was forced in
“ Practically free" means that the Dear Mr. Editor
that. They swept out and washed, j
to this war. This girl’s father is a appearance shall not he injured to an
employed by the different Chautauqua and #ot a bottle of u-ley's Honey and
With the advent of each New Year
disinfected. s< cured, and built new!
public official anc she, although
Systems last summer to make them- Tar' Before morn.lr>g
M '1
extent readily apparent upon casual comes the stock taking and each
tirely recovered." Use only Foley's for
young, is only reflecting the opinion
latrines, in fact, the pride of their;
of her elders. It is well to keep all examination and that any damage business man inquires of his hooks to young hearts scorned to be tlm new selves of value to the nation were coughs, colds, croup, and grip.
many and varied. Patriotic Days were
TIIU H A T IIU W A Y ioUJG CO.
evidence like this of Germany’s guilt from causes mentioned can he re ascertain how he and the bygone year
latrines the had made.
in mind at all times in order that our moved by the ordinary processes of have treated each other.
featured as a part of their programs;
Although
sympathies may not be wrasted on a
The barraek looms are not ot uni the work of the Red Cross and the Y.
paring without appreciable increase carrying on a business which depends
criminal, baulked at its crimes, and
form
size. Seme “ ill accommodate M. C. A. and the Food Administration
in waste over that which would oc largely upon tin1 efficiency and zeal of
now yelling for mercy.
only
sixteen
men; others have a <ana was emphasized; the Liberty Loan
Frankfort-On-Order,
cur if tho potato were perfect. Loss the'individual my hooks show some
<
ily
of
thirty,
and even more.
Our campaigns were advertised and assist1916. While
20th July, 1916. of outer skin (epidermis) only shall increase over the year
boys
use
the
Irom
h
bunks,
which
are r(j jn overy possible way; and special
this
is
most
gratifying
I
feel
that
I
not be considered as an injury to the
My dear Louise: —
have not yet got hold of all the Houl of wood and stoutly made with springs Sp0akors an,j lecturers were employed
The contents of your last letter appearance.
The Food Administration, believ ton trade that should reasonably b > of rope or strips ot she'd iron. These (() iJrjng intelligent discussions of the
would have hurt me had I not know’n
that your thoughts of our glorious war ing that the adoption of the Federal mine after more than six years tenure bunks possess many advantages o\ei pUrpOSes and needs of the war. Whatgrades on potatoes would effect an of the confidence of throe fair minded the light army cot, not the least of ovor the means employed, so great
resulted from sheer ignorance.
You are in a country rendered ef economic saving, earnestly recom piano dealers and a large number of which is that they will be warmer in was the stimulation to patriotism and
to the support of the Red Cross, the
feminate by the Influence of old- mends that all potatoes shipped he the citizens amongst whom I spend . "'inter.
I have refrained from j They have showers, where warm Liberty Loan, the Y. M. C. A., and the
fashioned ideas of liberty, a country graded in accordance with United my earnings.
of your paper ! water is turned on during certain Food Administration, that at a conwhich is at least two centuries be States grades No. 1 and No. 2, as addressing thereaders
want to seem in un- hours two days in the week.
And vention of Chautauqua talent and
hind ours. You are in need of a described in Department of Agricul because I didnot
Lan«:t S. a of Any Madicina la tha WorML
Sold av wy whara. Ia Itoza*. 10c., 25c.
ture, Bureau of Markets, Document due opposition to my friend C. W. there is a big washroom, with con- managers held in Chicago at the close
good dose of Prussian culture.
It is evident that you, a Swiss girl, 7; and that potatoes so shipped or Basford than whom no better work
with your French sympathies, can not sold be marked U. S. Grade No. 1 or man, no more square competitor, can
be found anywhere.
It. does seem
understand how my heart, the heart U. S. Grade No. 2.
of a young German girl, passionately
The licensee shall quote, buy and however in all fairness that the man
who buys from the merchants of Houl
desired this war. Speaking of it sell potatoes only by the pound.
ton should receive from them enough
some years ago, my father said to us:
Penalties
Sec. 5. Any person who, without patronage to enable him to live and
"Children, Germany is getting too
i«i. .»A V/,
small for us; we shall have to go to a license issued pursuant to this sec increase as do all respectable men in
France again in order to And more tion. or whose license shall have been all walks of life. Bearing this in mind
room.” It. is our fault if France will revoked, knowingly engages in or car it will not be unfair to ask your read
not understand that more money and ries on any business for which a li ers the following questions. Do you
land are necessary for us.
cense is required under this section, know that there are pianos enough ia
And you reproach as that our sol or willfully fails or refuses to discon Houlton to keep me employed for ten
diers have been very cruel to the Bel tinue any unjust, unreasonable, dis months of the year, thus making it
gian rabble, and you speak also of criminatory and un 'air storage charge, easier to handle concerts for the vari
the destruction of Rome, and of the commission, profit, or practice, in ac ous worthy objects that present them
burning of villages and towns. Well, cordance with the requirement of an selves today? Do you understand
that is war. As in every other under order issued under this section, or that such a business connection would
taking, we are past masters in the any regulation prescribed under this not hinder a tuner, who, not being a
Do
making of war.
section, shall, upon conviction there music teacher, is free to travel?
Yon have a great deal to learn before of, be punished by a fine not exceed you realize that it has cost me since
yon can come up to our standard, and i n g $5,000, or by imprisonment for September upwards of $40.00 for mile
age to get business and that had my
I can nature you that what has been not more than two years, or both.
done so far is a mere bagatelle com
Sec. 6. That any person who w il work been in Houlton a large part of
pared with what w ill follow.
fully hoards any necessaries shall up the sum could have been spent for
A s a matter of fact, there is but on conviction thereof be fined not ex Red Cross? If your readers can see
one race worthy of ruling the world ceeding $5,000 or be imprisoned for the fairness of these questions and
w ill understand that Mr. Basford is
and which has already attained the not more than two years, or both.
the warmest friend I have amongst
highest degree of civilization. That
Sec. 8. That any person who w ill
competitors they will do him no harm
race Is ours, the Prussians; for tho
fully destroys any necessaries for the
and benefit me much by leaving more
we Germans in general are the lords
purpose of enhancing the price or re
orders at 19 Spring St., Phone 76-3,
o f tho world, the Prussian is undoubt
stricting the supply thereof shall, up
where they will receive prompt atten
edly tho lord par excellence among
on conviction thereof, be fined not ex
tho Gormans.
tion from
ceeding $5,000 or imprisoned for not
J. H OI,LIS LIN D SAY.
A ll other nations, and among them,
more than two years, or both.
unfortunately, the Swiss, are degen
Sec. 9. That any person who con
erate and of inferior worth. This is
why I have always been so proud of spires, combines, agrees, or arranges
The heating of barracks and billets
wth any other person (a ) to limit the
being a true Prussian.
in
France is one of the knottiest pro
facilities
for
transporting,
producing,
Yesterday, again, o^r pastor ex
blems
with which the Army has had
manufacturing,
supplying,
storing,
or
plained to us convincingly that our
drat parents, Adam and Eve, were dealing in any accessories; (b ) to re to deal in organizing the camps. Our
alto Prussians. That is quite easy strict the supply of any necessaries; fuel requirements seem scandalous to
to understand, because the Bible tells (c ) to restrict the distribution of any Europeans. They never heat their
ns that the German God created us necessaries; (d ) to prevent, limit, or houses the way we do at home, and
all after his own image. If, then, all lessen the manufacture or production the French army standards are about
are alw ays ready to serve, direct from package. W ith a little cream ' and
men are descended from Adam and his of any necessaries, In order to enhance one-tenth of the American.
the
price
thereof
shall,
upon
convic
Fuel sufficient to maintain home
wife, it follows, that only Prussians,
sugar these tem pting bits o f toasted com m ake a dish so d eliciou s and
o r at least Germans, ought to exist in tion thereof, be fined not exceeding temperature is simply out of the ques
this world, and that all who push on $10,000, or be imprisoned for not tion. It is likely that coal allowances
wholesom e, they w in prom pt praise from everyone at table.
will be almost nil, owing to the diffi
and prosper ought to belong to us. more than two years, or both.
Evening

The Men's organized

Series
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THE CHAUTAUQUA IN WAR
TIME

FROM THE GERMAN STAND-

POINT

WHY NOT?

Don’t Neglect
your stomach. Keep it strong
and well. < When food disa
grees with it, strengthen it with

KEOUM'S
HUS

R eady!

i

That Quick

and

44

It

ONE HARD PROBLEM

V

Yon must admit that that is logic, and
that Is why onr motto Is, "God with us,
Germany above everything.”
Yon know now why we wished this
war. Is It not shameful that other
nations, who have no right to exist
ence on the earth, wish to diminish
onr heritage? W e are the divine
Droit, anidf the others are only weeds.

culties of transportation, and twenty
thousand cords of wood is about the
Matter of Taste
"Can any little boy,” asked the new maximum the Army can get. From
teacher, "tell me the difference be three to four times that amount would
be used were this force In camps in a
tween a lake and an ocean?”
"I can,” replied Edward, whose w is similar climate in America; so the
dom had been learned from experience. boys must practice economy and get
"Lakes are much pleasanter to swal along with a third or forth of what
jthey used to think was necessary.
low when you fall in.”

Mighty Good

99

Post

Toasties

“ The Memory Ungers
G rocers sell P ost Toasties.

Post urn Cereal Company. Lim ited, Battle G reek, M ichigan

OF L O C A L

HISTORY-MAKING PLANS
FOR CO-ORDINATION

INTEREST

When Congress passed the selec
tive draft law it forced a heavy re
sponsibility on the Government in
that it charged it with a great many
cares noe heretofore associated with
training
army.
Congress
realized
that America of the future, led by the
young America now in training, will
be a great nation or a failure, accord
ing to whether its millions of soldiers
are made greater men or harmed by
their Army life. The Government
realized
these responsibilities and
the W a r Department and Navy D e
partment each appointed a Commis
sion on Training Camp Activities to
oversee and take direct charge of the
work.
For
its
work
the
Commission
made all possible use of the existing
organizations, such as the Knights of
Columbus, the Jewish Board of W e l
fare
Work,
the
Young
W om en’s

Advtf.

F «r
Two
Furnished
Rooms,
modern conveniences, No. 2 Elver
St.
2*P
W aited, at Once— Lady bookkeeper
and stenographer. Apply to Houlton Grange Store.
__________ 4tf

A Capable Qirl Would Like a Position
to do housework.
Office.

Apply to TIM ES
_______________

F o r Salo on Easy Terms, a Piano play

Mr. and Mrs. Thos. V. Doherty reHenry K. Bradbury, of Van Buren
tuned MondaT from Boston.
was a business caller in town Tuesday.
OSGOOD suggests Userul Jewelry.
Rev. Fr. McCarthy and Rev. Fr.
Ask about his Fair Play Prices.
Hogan were in town, Tuesday, for the
Fred H. Stimpson of Oakfield was a funeral,
business caller in town Saturday.
i Call at the TIM E S office for subSave from Five to Fifty Dollars on scriptions to all magazines,
a Diamond at OSGOOD’8. .
I Dr. W , H. Bradford of Portland was
Mrs. S. Friedman left Thursday for |the week end guest of Dr. and Mrs. F.
Boston to visit her mother for a few H. Jackson.

Houlton
Lodge of
Elks

j

FOR RED CROSS
Jos. T. Michaud of Houlton, who
conducts large lumbering operations
on the Allegash has collected a good
ly sum for the Red Cross.
The following is a list of contribu
tors :
H. J. Rupertus, $5jO0; W. L. Bethal,
5.00;
Abel Pelletier, 1.00; Jos. T.
Michaud, 5.00; Sadie St. Pierre, 1.00;
Yvonne
Dumond,
1.00; H i l l a i r e
Plourde, 1.00;Jsidove Morin, 1.00; W ill
Dempsey, 1.00; Polibe Daigle. 1.00;
Alf Beaulieu. 1.00; Alfred iMirhaud,
1.00;
Belon
Michaud. 1.00; Ubald
Mornault, 1.00; Fred Charette, 1.00;
Abel Michaud,
1.00; Frank Deprey.
1.00;
Levite
Deprey, 1.00; Docite
Beaulieu. 1.00; Ben Raymond, 1.00;
Dime St. Amand. 50cts; Leo St.
Amand, oOets; Polite Michaud, 1.00;
Miles Pelletier, 1.00; George Plourde.
1.00; Edmund Socier, 1.00; Jas. Gag
non, 1.00; Archie Labbe, 1 00; Laudar
Soueier. 1.00; Jas. Robichaud,
1.00;
Albert Bourgoin, 1.00: Thos. Bourgoin. 50cts; Ligovie Bourgoin. 1.00;
Adrien Gagnon, 1.00; Fred Boucher
1.00:
Mack Levesque, 1.00;
Levite
Paradis, 1.00; Willy Parardis, 1.00;
Eddie Cyr, 1.00; Jos. Chasse, 1.00;
Frank Vondette, 1.00: Richard Dube,
1.00; Octave Pelletier, 1.00; Belon F.
Michaud, 50cts; Vila Picard. 50cts;
Dennis Pelletier. Jucts; Henry Cyr,
5octs; Jos. Blanchette, l.uu; Christie
Ouellette, 1.00: Laura Jackson, 1.00;
Fred Beurbe, l.iMt; Ralph Ouellette.

Order your renewals on all maga
weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Donovan re zines at the TI MES office.
turned Monday from their wedding
.Miss Geneva Watson, who is train
ing for a nurse in Westfield, is at
trip.
Hemes Wanted at Once For
Order your Saturday Evening Post home on a vacation.
tfcpee, bright, healthy girls, sisters,
Friday even in g
and Ladies’ Home Journal at the
The best dreessers in Houlton are
aged
7 and 19 years, for particu
purchasing their Shirts and Clothes
TI HES office
lars apply at TIM E S Office.
23p
J a n u a ry
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen Nevers of Cari from C. B. Esters, who has the most
F o r Sale— One pair of six year old
bou.
are rejoicing over the arrival of up to date lines in the County.
horses and harnesses. Price reason
at 8 p. m.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Alino.,
a baby girl at their home, Saturday
able for cash. Inquire of S. W . Ham
Hall
was gladdened on Thursday. Jan. Christian Association and the Ameri
mond. 77 North St. Tel. 282R. 23p
Jan. 12.
can Library Association and the
Drink Maple Spring water and e n - j ^ * ’ *)y
arrival ot a daughter.
O slo re you purchase a Farm or House,
Young Men’s Christian Association.
jo\
good
health.
Send
vour
orders
to
|
(
0<d®
Skedgell
who
has
been
workhe sure to call on C. O. Grant, Real
It
used the governmental machinery
,1.'G. Donovan, Westfield, Me.
•in^
the Great Northern Paper Co..
Estate Agency, Market Sq., and ex
for
establishing and maintaining the
amine his fine list of desirable pro
in
Millinoeket
has
arrived
home.
At a meeting of the attorneys of
perties.
48tf
"barred
zone," which extends for five
Buy
useful
Jewelry
at
OSGOOD'S
Houlton, it was unanimously voted to
miles
around
each camp.
for
Gifts.
A Competent Stenographer is Wanted
clo.se their offices all day Monday un
But it was necessary to provide
for office work in Houlton.(Male pre
John
B.
Roberts,
Esq.,
of
Caribou.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
To the Voters of Aroostook County til March 2T>.
ferred.) W rite stating age, exper
Well look at that' Did you ever see " as in town. Tuesday, to attend the po.sitive forms of recreation to take
ience and salary expected. C. TIM ES
At the urgent request of friends
such a classy looking suit as that fel- , f" n>'raI " r U»'
-'Ia.ligan.
the place of those it was either drivOffice.
from all parts of the County, I have
low had nn0 He bought it at C B ' Mr- an<1 Ml's- Henry V. Cunningham
out of business or with wh.eh it
For Sale— A Garage in Caribou. .W ill decided to become a candidate on the E l r s J d it Is o tU y V sample of h F " ‘ »os,op. arrive,, in town Frida, .................. . .
To anno,,.-,. only
sell for cash or on easy terms, or Republican ticket for Sheriff at the
,,f "this is forbidden'' would aceonilatest
lines
of
suitings.
'morning,
called
here
by
the
illnei
will lease to the right party.
For June primaries, and would appreciate
;I
t y lit t !e. but to say, "this is r>ncts: Phillip Boucher, 1.00.
,,
... ,
.
, Justice J. B. Madigan.
particulars inquire of S. W . Ham
Miss Marguerite Maloney returned
mond, 77 North St. Tel. 282R. 23 p|y°ur support.
For dealings of any nature in Fo al forbidden- but hen* is a good. (lean
to Houlton, Friday, from Massachu
ELMER (!. b u v s o n Estate, consult Jackins
A Jackins, entertainment to take the place of |
setts. where she is training in a hos
Jan.
22.
191.V
Houlton.
the REAL Real Estate Agency.
, t lie one (dosed up," would accomplish I I have been reading the articles
Men Should Skip This
pital, (tilled here by the serious ill
Friends of Forest Fleming will be a great deal, in that a definite altern- about tobacco.
A little girl wrote the following
ness of her mother.
glad
to see him around again after ative was shown to the men. This ( I have smoked for vears. I have
composition on men:
announcement
J Chief Justice Cornish. Asso. Jusbeing
confined to tin* Madigan Hospi- was the method of action decided up-1 s‘‘rv(M* m>" country for a number of
“Men are what women marry. They
1 desire to announce that I shall be tires Hanson and Philbrook w i t h
tal
by
a ten days illness.
on and which has proved very site- I years, but the service did not teach
drink and smoke and swear, but don't
a Candidate for Representative‘to the Fred Hayden were called to Houlton.
me to smoke or any other bad habits.
The Houlton Cash Market is show- '"cssful in operation,
go to church- Perhaps if they wore
Legislature on the Republican ticket Tuesday, by the death of Asso. Jus ing a good assortment of all kinds of
1
smoked long before I joined. And
Certain phases of athletics, taking
bonnets they would. They are more
tice John B. Madigiin.
as for any one handing us cigarettes,
at
the
June
Primary
election,
from
the
meats,
in
addition
to
Fresh
Fish
and
,h
<1
form
of
play
instead
of
work,
logical than women, also more zoo
Harry Gillin who enlisted in the C.
helped to relieve the monotony of the ones that did so did it out of the
logical. Both men and women sprang District composed of the towns of S. Navy about IS months ago, has been Oysters.
pole.
Jr
.
of
(
l r i H a n d provided a needed form of j Koodness of their hearts, and we thank
Mr.
and
Mi's.
A.
M.
Star
from monkeys, but the women sprang Mars Hill, Blaine, Bridgewater, Monti- promoted to the rank of QuartermasBridgewater, were the guest; cweral relaxation and change. Ma«s singing ad " dl<) d*d S()farther than the men.”
cello and E Plantation. The support j ter. and expects to obtain a short furdays last week of Mrs. Staekpole’s stirred up new feeling- and welded j In old Co. H there are no boys any
of my friends will he greatly appreci- ! !<>ugh for the purpose of visiting his
Closely together the companies, reg-I
They are all men and ready to
father. Delaney Mcllroy.
aj.e(j
[parents here, soon.
iments
and
divisions.
But
the
movie
d()
a
man’s
l,art iu this Kreat war.
Airs. Evelyn [’otter loft last week
THAT ANNOYING,
Blaine, Maine, Jan. 16. 191S.
, Why pay Big Store Prices when tor Fort Oglethrope, (!a.. where she and the theatre had to provide the|Wi,h ,uir tVw exceptions they all
PERSISTENT COUGH
STETSON H. HUSSEY. OSGOOD has the same goods at fair
or other
1will \isit her husband. Dr. John G. touch which would take the minds of s,” ,)ke ,oba<','° in some
maar lead to chronio lung trouble, or
_________
! Prices.
maan that tha chronic eta** already
the
men
completely
off
military
af-|aml
1
think
they
are
3,1
*)Ure
and
i
Potter
who
is
stationed
there.
la reached. In altbcr qaae try
Drs. Gehring and Bradford, of l’ortfairs for a collide of hours and* thus ! olean' Some of the greatest men in
|
Talk
about
good
looking
Shirts,
one
BOKHAN’S ALTERATIVE
vitallv t!ie world use tobacco and seem to
Df l QT A F F i r i T
j hmd, wok , in town last week in <on , ()f Houlton's good dressers was ask- maintain the normal balan
A l l tonlo and tluue-repalrer wp*
r U M U r r IL L
I saltation with Drs. Jackson and Saw j ed the other dav where he bought his necessary in quickly training an < a n ' on their interests just the same.
pliea the acknowledged benefits of Cal
cium treatment without disturbing the
Owing to the new train schedules 1yer over the condition of Justice J. B. ! shirts. That’s e a s y - g o t them at C. annv
etomaah.
Mar*
•tomftoh. Contains
Contain* no Alcohol,
___
i Toi.acco may be classed with booze
eotl© or :HabU-Fonninsr Drug.
in effect Monday. Jan. 21st. it has Madigan when an operation was de B. Esters of course. The finest line
((line
of
timst
forms
I by
lady> bnt 1 do not agree with
Giving
them
|S its* m r $111
$1 lisa, bow Me,
cided upon.
her. Has she or any one else ever
Price includes war tax All dri
and
relaxation
to
i
of
samples
to
select
from
ever
seen.,0*
amusemnet
been
found
impossible
to
arrange
for
Bekman Laboratory, Philadel
Consider the health, wealth and
Mrs. Robt. MeFreadv of Danforth : which they had become accustomed j hoard of tobac(‘° ruining homes, or
the city carriers at this office a pleasure in FARMING.
was in town last week to attend the in ('ivil ^
F <>*' tremendous valm*in t makinR men (,r uomen commit crimes,
schedule that will permit of the col
The following attorneys from Ban
Chapman concert, and was the guest • wholesomely
filling the hours in ! like old John Barley Corn does? I
gor,
representing
the
Penobscot
bar.
lection of mail in the residential sec
of Mr. and Mrs. \Y. s. Lewin. Court ('aniP which are not on-upied by mil - never heard that it has. I knowr
BRAND
were
in
town,
Tuesday,
to
attend
the
that no one in this Company has
St.
itary training.
tions of the town in time to be re
funeral of the late Judge Madigan:
coaxed
any one or tried to learn them
All those having emptv watei' hotGovernment
Jmilt a large
turned to the Post Office before tile
Geo. L Thom,,son. Mntthow Lanslo j „ ,, s
Mal,„. Sl„.inR shou|(|
IhraUT for Ihe .In.ft.nl nun, in the to use tobacco in any form. And as
departure of mail on the western j jjn ^
Ryder, T. B. Towle, A. L.
[sent to J. G. Donovan, Mars Hill and ^’utional
Army
Cantonments,
six- for any donation that this lady will
train leaving at 4.40 P.
M.and
this Blanchard. \Y. Y. Patch, Raymond
hold from the tobacco fund, it will
•
those
desiring
water
should
order
of
teon
bl
The
Commission
on
TrainLADIES t
never
be missed, as the soldiers have
notice
is
given
that
the
public
may
|
Fellows.
A A im t Dr
Mr. Donovan. Westfield.
*'a,nP Activities called upon one
DIAMOND i
j For more than two hours Thursday
lots
of
friends who can make up the
have full information as to the situa
•Gold metal’
There will be a stated communion- 01 tbe foremost
lyceum bureaus,
Ribbon. “
j night the (ire department was engag- tion of Monument Lodge, on Wednes- which installed large Chautauqua tents ,
difference,
tion and the cause.
j ed in fighting a fire in the ash dump
Hoping to see this letter in your pai l i l f i l i l Bit A N » P I L L ft, for twrnty-flvC
day
evening,
Jan.
22,
at
which
time
*n
National
Guard
Camps,
most
■
‘
“
liar
year* r.-garded ns Best. SMcr, a : ways Reliable.
DENNIS SHEEHAN.
jin the rear of the Merritt electric
the second and third degrees will be ot w hich arc located in Southern ■
1
c k)se;
Postmaster.
BY
D R U G G IST S
light station which has been on fire
A friend of tobacco and all who use
worked.
Refreshments
will
be
served
j
states’
wliei’e
the
climate
is
reasonWORTH
. TIME
for several weeks, but on Thursday after H'* work.
* t r ia d E V E R Y W H E R E Tt'RTPP
tably mild. This Chautauqua bureau.^'
jsprung into a blaze, necessitating im
Sergt. H. E. CRAM ER,
W A S F E E L IN G A L L RUN DOWN
Maple
Spring
water
is
equal
to
the
bas been booking talent in these tents !
P U B L IC N O T IC E
Louis Buckner^ Somerset, Va., writes: mediate attention.
Co. I), 134th M. G. Bn.
past eight or ten weeks,
Houlton, Maine, January 7th, 1918. "I was feeling {Cfl run down; tired with I Braclets, Watches, at OSGOOD'S All celebrated Poland water in every way.
If
you
wish
to know about the
Leave your orders at the T I M E S (‘barging small admission fees of from
All persons having bills or claims pains in my back. After taking Foley
office.
ten to twenty-five cents. The Young TIM ES tobacco fund, call at the ofagainst the Town of Houlton will Kidney .Pills I felt like a new man.’’ prices.
please present same for settlement be Backache, rheumatic pains, stiff joints,
State Food Administrator Leon CJ ^ en s Christian Association also p ro -!^ 06', 25 cents will take 45 cents worth
G R E E N 'S A U G U S T F LO W E R
fore February 1st, 1918.
sore muscles, swollen ankles, and sleepMerrill of Orono was in town, M onday,' vldes entertainment— some free, and i
cigarettes and tabacco to some boy
F R A N K A. P E A B O D Y
disturbing bladder ailments yield quick
Has been used for all ailments that
addressing the Houlton Grange
H e 1some *or which a charge is made.! over l ^ereHOW ARD W EBB
ly to this time-tired remedy.
Are caused by a disordered stomach
R O B E R T M. L A W L IS
42
THE IIATHEWAY DRUG CO.
asked the TIM ES to state that F o o d J And the L,berty Theatres, of stand- Previously ackuowledged
$88.75
er and large number of records for.
same. In first class condition. A p - !
to TIM E S Office.
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF
CANDIDACY

j

A SOLDIER'S LETTER

TO THE PATRONS OF HOULTON

j

CffiCHESTERSPILLS

SO LD

ALL

j

_______________________________________and inactive liver, such as sick headFeed and Grocery stores were e x - ; ard*55ed construction and completely ^ ecd- slnce test statement
2.00
M lft TBOUBLE IS GONE
,
,
!ache, constipation, sour stomach, nerempt
from
Monday
closing,
and
are
i
eQuiPPfid,
will
handle
regular
comj
Following
are
the
donors.
Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas H. Davis. Montgomery, N o T irK o r Fm»T-MKKTiwtfxftN4RKi>iTOKa vous indigestion, fermentation of food
jpanies
playing
recent
successes j ^>aura ^*ond» Marvin Archibald, (M ontad., says she had trouble urtth her blad in the DistrterCoort of the United States for
]itfi
f fh ,
t raim pu'^hrt’ Rilfipwed to keep open ali day.
der and had doctored for several months the Northern Division of the District of Maine. Pa *Pltatlon or tne aeait caused by
Christian
Science
services
heId |from Broadway, a list of which is '
M cNair- Paul Nadeau,
gases in the stomach.August Flower
without relief, when Foley Kidney Pills In Bankruptcy.
(Oakfield.)
each
Sunday
at
11
A.
M.,
Sineock
otl
another
Pa8e
were recommended and she commenced
j In Bankruptcy.
A a f en“ e, laxa,lve' p l a t e s
dlgea- Hall, Jan. 27, Subject: “Truth.” On
These
entertainments
must
be
using them and got relief. They relieve
Bankrupt.
tion both in stomach and intestines,
self-supporting.
They
must
be
of
the
haakacbe, rheumatism,
stiff,
swollen
the 1st Wednesday evening of each
To the Creditors of said Joseph Charrette cleans and sweetens the stomach and
Jotets and kidney trouble.
of Fort Kent in the county of Aroos.___
. . .
. .
month at 7.30 a Testimonial meeting same calibre as the bright, snappy (Contributed by Junior English-Class)
THE H AT H BW AY DRUG CO.
took, and DMrietaforesaid, bankrupt.
alimentarj canal, stimulates the liver
Wednesday evening, Jan. fifteenth,
shows the men are accustomed to
is held. All are welcome.
Notice is hereby given that on the 17th to secrete the bile and impurities from
a
social was held in W ording Hall,
Misses Mary and Vesta Chadwick seeing. The admission charges must
day
of Jan. A. D.
______________
... 1918
___ the
.... said
___ Joseph
..jpn
O lfB O L U T tO N OF P A R T N E R S H IP Charette was doly adjudicated bankrupt; the blood. 30 and 90 cent bottles.
under
the auspices of the Y. W . C. A.
who have been in Houlton since be small. So Smileage Books were
P U B L IC N O T IC E IS H E R E B Y and that the first meeting of his creditors will Sold by Broadway Pharmacy.
Refreshments were sold at intermis
Christmas on account of the illness [ devi8ed- the coupons of which are
G IV E N , That, whereas, the under- be held at the office of Edwin L. Vail, in Houland death of their mother, Mrs. Au- f ° ° d at any paid entertainment in sion and every one had a pleasant
tlfRed W illiam „C. Donnell and Frank ton, on the 9thday of Feb. A. D. 1918, at
HAD T H E G R IP T H R E E W E E K S
10 o’clock in the forenoon at which time the
A. Peabody have hitherto been engaged said
& °°d
crowd
attended
With January cornea lagrippe. Linger gusta Chadwick, returned Saturday the camps under the management of i ®venlnK- A
creditors may attend, prove their claims,
la the boslnees of selling fire insurance appoint
a trustee, examine the bankrupt and ing colds seem to settle in tho system, evening to Boston to again take up the Commission on Training Camp and a sraa11 8um of mo» « y waa realas copartners, under the firm name transact such other business as may properly causing one to ache all over, feel fever their school work.
j Activities. Thus the friends of the lzedand style of Donnell 4 Peabody, that come before said meeting.
ish and chilly, tired, heavy and drooping.
Thursday noon, the Ricker basket
Wm. Mcllroy, the saw dentist, has ;
may send him theatre tickets
partnership la hereby dissolved
Dated at Houlton, Jan. 17, 1918.
Mrs. Lizzie Tyies, Henderson, Ky., writes:
ball team left for Millinoeket where a
E D W IN L. V A IL .
by mutal consent, and that the busigiven treatment to 299 saws, during !wIlich
be used in tho Liberty
Referee in Bankruptcy. “My daughter had lagrippe for three
oess In the future will be carried on
weeks. I gave her Foley’s Honey and the last year and every time a success, t h e a t r e and Liberty Entertainments game was played with the. H igh School
by the said Frank A. Peabody, who
23 to 11 in favor of the Ricker boys.
Tar and now she is ail right."
Give him a trial.
!at his camp.
-wfll collect all obligations due said
THE HATHEWAY DRUG CO
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N FO R OIS
Jack McKft>% who tor the pa»t ten i The idea in Imck ot Smileage is to |pridl» r “ ornln(:
weat ° “ t0 l9‘ partnership and pay all bills.
CHARGE.
years has been located in British ProUde the soldiers with access to the and Salts and played there Friday
Dated at Houlton, Maine, this first
day of January, 1918.
(n the matter of
Columbia, doing a lumbering business entertainments
inside
the
camps, evening. After the first twenty min
In Bankruptcy
Myrtle I. Brophy
W IL L IA M C. D O N N E L L
utes the score was 11 to 9 in favor
and
who
recently
spent
a
few
weeks
difficulties
of
validatinig
Smileage
F R A N K A. P E A B O D Y
of
Ricker. The next half it was tied
Bankrupt
in town the guest of his mother, left *or -keatres and other shows in town
32 j
five
minutes later it was still tied and
last week for Washington, D. c\, hav- .are RUch as to make it practical,
FA R M FOR BALE
j To the H o n . C i.ar k n c r H aj .k, Judge of the
District Court of the United .States for the The American Express Company
in the next five minutes the Island
ing enlisted in tho Engineers Fores- ,The main objective is to make the
One of the best potato farms in I District of Maine.
operates the Express ousinscs try Dept.
'camp entertainment beter than the Falls boys scored another fieldg oal
M Y R T L E I. BROPIIY of Sherman
Arooetook County. About 100 acres |
T IM E A T W H IC H T R A I N S A R E EXunder the very beat cultivation, free in the County of Arooetook, and State of
Majny
attorneys
from
up
county
competing shows outside, and to make and one foul, making the score 21 to
said
D i s t i l respectfully P E C T E Q TO A R R I V E AND* D E P A R T
fro h ' i a l T
cute about M>0 tops , of Maine. . in
45wh& were in Houlton for the funeral
exceedingly easy for the soldier to 18 in favor
Island FaUsIN E F F E C T JAN. 21, 1918
represents that on the 20th day of Nov., last
Bm I class bay,*20 acres plowed" for past, she was d u l y a d j u d g e d bankrupt
Trains scheduled to leave Houlten
of
the
late
John
B.
Madigan,
includ-;£et
admission
to
these
entertainments;
The
Y
"
•
c
A - held its weekly
potatoes, 10 acres for oats and can trader the Aets of Congress relating to
Dally except Sunday.
plow at much as you like In a nice Bankruptcy; that she has duly surrender 9.20 a. m.— For Millinoeket, Milo, Pan - ( ing S. H. Hussey and W . S. Brown of '^'kich are under the controll of the j,aeetl" B Thursday afternoon at four
Mars Hill, Charles P. Allen, Jerome j Military Entertainment Service.
I n |o clock. Vera
Scott
and
Clarissa
and rights
of
smooth field. Only 1H miles from B. ed all her property
fi'or and principal intermediate sta
with
4 . station, extra good barn 40x90, property, and lias fully complied
B.
Clark,
Chas.
F.
Daggett
of
Presque
!
this
way
it
is
known
that
the
soldier
j
Lewin
ledtions—Portland and Boston.
requirements
ol
said
Acts
wMh two large sheds, one 40x20, one all tile
11.20 a. m.— For Ashland, St. Francis. Ft. Isle, H. W. Trafton, E. K. Guild. II.
provided with good, live, w hole-[ The Ricker debating team has sent.
40x18, good stable-room for 6 hones. and of the orders of Court touohiug her
Kent and intermediate stations, also T.
Powers of Fort Fairfield. O
l . j some entertainment at low prices, and challenges to Presque Isle. Caribou
Is small bat w ill do for smali j bankruptcy
fur Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
W ukreko kk 85ik l'HAvs, That she may
a censorship is tutomatically estab- and
^ort
Fairfield
High
Schools
iam&y; elegant well of never failing
Buren, Grand Isle. M a d a \v a s k a. Farnsworth of Caribou, and Peter
be decreed by the Court to have a full dis
vrtftar in door yard 148 feet deep, charge from all debts provable against her es
lished
I
challenging
them
to
debate
at
some
Frenchville and intermediate stations Charles Keegan of Van Buren.
• le t brook for water to spray pota tate under said bankruptcy Acts, except
via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
The
drive
on
Smileage
Books
wi
l
l
*
0il,dy
da*eP R A C T IC A L L Y three full pages of
toes close by;
all kinds ot fanning such debts as are excepted by law from
W . L. Bonney, who was recently
12.53 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
religious news and views are published (commence on Jan.
tools, reaper and
binder, u.anure tuoh discharge.
Limestone, Van Buren and interme
speaker
for the House of Representa
sprader, 2 mowing machines, 2 horse
Dated this sth day of Jan., A. I). 191*
every week in the Boston Saturday
diate stations.
tives
at
Augusta, gave an interesting
rakea, 2 wagons Lougee make, 2 wheel
MYRTL K I. B BO PHY
4.39 p. m.— For Millinoeket, Bangor and Transcript.
They are non-sectarian
cultivators, 2 sulky plows. 2 Hurd
talk at Ricker, Friday morning. He
Bankrupt.
intermediate stations, Portland and and non-controversial but are up-toplows, 9 disk Harrows, 3 Spring tooth
spoke of the need of education for the
Boston. Buffet .Sleeping Car lloulMarrows, Hay Forks and Horse Forks,
O K U H R O F N O T It i: T IIK IC H O *
date and teeming with vitality and
ton to Boston.
young men and women in ‘.he next few
Grind atones, and all kinds of hand- D istkict o r M a in k . Northern Division, e*
Just now they contain
8.44 p. m.— For FI. Fairfield. Caribou, spirituality.
years. He is a Colby graduate and
tools, also a good pair of farm horses
On this 19th day of Jan., A. D. ttds.
Van Buren and intermediate stations an around the world series of letters
— ON A X It A F T K R
f
to salt you. W ill sell the farm alone on reading the foregoing petition, it Is—
at one time was principal of Fort
TR
A
IN
S
DUE
H
O
U
LTO
N
from William 1. Ellis, L. L. I)., on
or with everything mentioned above. O hdkhko by t h e Coukt , That a hearing;
Fairfield High School. Mr. Bonney
Daily Except Sunday
religious conditions in the countries
Must sell at once as I have other busi be had upon the same on the 1st <
day of Mar. A. D.
1918,
before
said 9.15 a. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone.
is
a salesman for the American Book
ness. Come and look this place over. Court
SATURDAY
N IG H T
at Bangur in said" Dmtript^N orthern
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield and intermediate at war. T H E
Company.
%
W an t half dowp, balance on easy -Division *at in 'O’clock in the fomnoou; and
stations.
T H O U G H T S, a heart-to-heart
reli
terms.
that ' uotice thereof be published m 12.43 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
Miss Abbie G, Sanderson, former
gious talk on vital topics, alone is
the
Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
W e w i l l b e located
preceptress of R. C. I., spent the week
gor, Greenville, Millinoeket and in
in Mid District, Northern Division, aud that
worth the price of the whole paper.
Also For Sale
termediate stations. Buffet Sleeping
end at the Dormitory. She spoke in
all knowu c r e d i t o r s
and
other
in
o
u
r
n
e
w
offices
....................... »■»
<'ar Boston to Houlton.
A 2 story dwelling honse iu Island
sons In Interest,
may
appear a t ,
chapel Monday morning to the great
Special Kentucky Course
Falls, right In the village, rents for
Said time and place, Slid Show Cause, if i 5.30 p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. K. ni.
in
to
w
n
delight
of the student body.
Miss
Ashland and intermediate stations.
$15.00 per month, honse practically any they have, why the prayer of said petition-:
A keen-eyed mountaineer led his
j
also Ht. Francis, Frenchvillo, MudaSanderson
sails
from
Vancouver
new with good cement wall, piazza, 6f should not D6granted.
overgrown son into a country schoolwaska, Grand Isle, Van Buren, Washup-stairs and down connected with A a n IT IS rtlRTIlKB Oni>KKKI> UV THK *
March 14 to teach in a girls' board
,,urn Pr„sono Is).,
i„t«1.inPdi-.te house." This here boy's arter iarnin.’ ”
city water and also wired for electric Court , 1hat the Deputy Clerk shall send by.
ing school at Swatora, China, under
mail to ail known creditors oopies of said peti!‘ur" ’ 1
q '
an
“ med ;*to he announced. “W hat's yer bill o’lights, good schools and in a thriving tkmand this order, addressed to tliem at
stations wa. Mapletou and Sqaa i an
the supervision
of the American
lltthi town with lots of manufacturing. their placet) of residence as stated.
4.32 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone, fare?”
Baptist
Foreign
Missionary
Society
Taxes low. Insurance paid for 3 years
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,;
Caribou. Ft. Fairfield and interme“Our curriculum, sir." corrected the
ahead on $1,400. This place a good Judgeof the said Court, and the sea) thereof.
diate stations.
She
is
a
graduate
of
Colby
in
the
class
trade for $2,000 but I will give some at Bangor in the Northern Division of said 6.41 p. m .-Fm m Boston. Portland. Ban- schoolmaster, “embraces geography,
B
o
w
k
e
r
F
ertilizer
of 1914 and has been training at Hazelarithmetic,
trigonometry—
’’
District,
on
the
19th
day
of
Jan.
A.
I).
1918.
t
Kov.
Milo.
Millinoeket.
and
intermeone a good trade if you want to buy,
ton House iu Boston since October.
(ii. s.l
W I L L I A M M. W ARR EN,
diate stations.
will ta le half down, balance on easy
“That’ll do,” interrupted the father.
C o m p an y
The best wishes of all Ricker stu
Deputy Clerk.
Time tables giving complete informa- “That’ll do. Load him up well with
terms. Inquire of.
CHAS. H. B ER R Y.
A trne copy of petition and order thereon.
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
dents and friends go with Miss San
Houlton, M e.
Attest: W I L L I A M M. W A R R E N ,
GEO. M. HOUGHTON, Pass'r Traffic trlggernometry. H e ’s the only poor
Houlton Me.
derson to her new work
shot in the family.”
Deputy Clerk Manager, Bangor, Maine.
TeL 449-1.
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tion forward and upward in a short
time to an extent that has taken centuries before. All this is in addition
to the great lesson of thrift in its full
and generous sense, and in no narrow
and selfish way. It will thereby contrbute to prosperity in a kind and de-

THRIFT AND SAVING AS GREAT gree never known before.
LESSONS OF THE WAR
W riters and speakers on the war- ASKS BANKS TO
joans, and particularly in their re
PROMOTE THRIFT
ferences to the W ar-savings Certifi

needed supplies may be secured. To
illustrate: If everybody in the United
States would cut down consumption of
cotton and woolen goods even to a
slight amount, goods to the value of
millions of dollars would be Available
for export and could be made the basis
of exchange to pay for much needed
supplies of copper and nitrates for our
selves, and beef and wheat for the use
of our allies, obtained in South Am eri
ca.

|inclined to oppose the idea, but in a
reasonable way, without bitterness, so
( that “a remarkably dispassionate dis
cussion was going on.” The wisdom of
the proposal was questioned .on the
ground of “its doubtful practicability
of execution.”

™ !,aJh,.An,d ,‘f *?e Government ,ook
an eighth of the lanes, cattle, stocks,
business equity, etc., of its wealthy
w h iip
people, how could it realize?
wnne
the advocates of the plan say that the
realization Is practicable, that much
of the levy could be made against
easily negotiable wealth and the rest
could be effected as an adjustment or
J U ime.it or
exchange of the war-bonds for prop
erties and equities, those who ask the
embarrassing questions have the ad
vantage, because the questions
are
difficult to answer in a way to
con
vince the doubtful.”
ThP iripa tho*
,
war can be Paid
for by a levy on the capital wealth of

Jority Of people, must seem quite Im
practicable.”
of

“Capital is only income, the product
energy invested In
a permanent

When U .has been 80
ployed, it can not be used afreih for
some totally new purpose. A great deal

A s the total capital wealth of Great
Britain is estimated at from one hun
° f confuf on exlsts regarding wealth.
or capital and what
represents
dred to one hundred and forty billion
it. The capitalized possessions of any
dollars, English economists are agree
nation consist of land, railways, build
ing that “a levy of 10 to 12% per cent,
ings, works of art, and the heap o f
on every kind of property, if it could
miscellaneous belongings of a modem
be done practically, would pay off the
community,
and such other assets a&
war-debt,
which
they say would
il
may
have
acquired in countries in
amount to about fifteen billions if the
need
of
development.
H e’s worth a lot
war should end quickly, requiring,
of money and could easily spare a part
roughly, a billion dollars a year for in
I
I
1:
" ,frT J 80 enga*b' 8 fortune, Is a remark frequently
terest payments alone, in addition to
ing with the advanced school of poll- heard from the less thinking. And It
other taxation, which they say would
tlcal thought that the popularity ls „ ot „ undoubtedly the popnlar idea that
bring Great Britain's annual require altogether surprising^
Bonar I,aw, a nian wlth
. a,
ment of taxation up to $2,500,000,000
Chancellor of the Exchequer, at a con- readily accessible; in fact, that tt cona year.” Radical advocates have urged
T k u Unon8 ^
d eclar- I t s of currency rendering perfectly
that as the man power of the country S T h ^ h e H ,
ed that he did not believe In the prac- simple the business of applying It in
was conscripted for military services,
ticabllity of this particular specific for any direction either voluntarily or
without laying a burden on the future, the financial and economic ills which under compulsion,
British property should also give up the conflict had produced. Altho not
“It must be largely due to the fact
its share at once and for all. Others totally rejecting the idea, he was “em
who have argued for conscription with phatic in his disapproval of any such that such notions are entertained that
reference to its purely economic feat revolutionary procedure while the war the capital levy, or tax on wealth,
finds so many adherents, and until
ures have remarked that as the w eal still absorbs every attention.”
they
can be dispossessed of such unthy people of England will pay the
He “based his arguments chiefly on economic doctrines the thebry wilt
bulk of the income taxes to support
the danger to the credit structure i continue to find many supporters,
the service of the great debt in future
should any endeavor be made to in- j T f ere are those who believe that the
why should it not be made virtually a
terfere with its foundations, and could ( current war expenditure might be met
bookkeeping transaction, future payments
being
capitalized
with
present
' y fical
j oresee
a in
8erlous
m en ts Demg c a p ita lized \sitn p resen t o':l,Ca[
f the
m a ch
ery i f ,leraI1Bcm‘ini
the e x p e r i- >by
. . a. tax on capital, and others who
nroD ertv
*
. . . .
,
, y
think the business of paying off the
property.
ment were tried of causing capital to 1
* * *
The most effective opposition to t h e 1do something which it was never in- ! w ar' debt when the contest is ended
scheme comes from public men and tended to d0 and whlch to the ma.
— -------economic authorities who regard the
Continued on Page 5

A plea for wartime economy to as
(3 )— By consuming goods in smaller
cates, dwell again and again on the fact
sist the United States in financing it
amounts,
not only are goods saved but
that besides industry in production,
self and the allies was issued by the
money is saved, and the people thus
great lessons from the w ar will be
federal reserve board in the form of a
put in a position to absorb and pay for
what the country learns as to thrift
suggestion to banks to promote thrift
the war loans of the government out
and saving. Provided the lessons are
campaigns in their communities.
of savings.
well learned and remain with us as
“Let the public realize,” says the
permanent benefits, a writer in The
statement, “that it is more respect ; (4 )— By diminishing the consump
Journal of Commerce believes they
able in such war times as confront us tion of goods and by paying for govern
“w ill be worth all they cost." These
to be seen in old clothes than in new' ment bonds out of savings instead of
gains from the w ar will be things
from funds borrowed from the banks,
ones.
apart from the triumph that will be
“The banks are urged to teach in both the rapid rise of prices of goods
won -for free government and the in
their districts the meaning and the is retarded as well as banking infla
dependence of nations.”
He con
necessity of saving, and its relation to tion, which accelerates the rise of
tinues:
the successful financing of the war— to prices.
“Many efforts are being made now
tell the city merchant and the country
Control Banking Credit
to impress upon the great mass of the
storekeeper that this is not the time
“It cannot have escaped the atten
people th,e Importance to themselves,
to buy and stock up, especially with tion of the banks that since the be
as well at to their country, of produc
luxuries.
ginning of the war deposits have in
ing all they can of the things that are
“Let the people everywhere be en- creased at a rapid rate, and that loans,
really needed for their support and
couragd to consume fewer things and discounts and investments have grown
for the success of the great cause in
let those be the simple and substantial at an even more rapid rate. It is true
which they are now engaged, having
things that are necessary to health and that the federal reserves’ holdings of
it applied in the most effective man
strength,” says the plea.
gold have also increased to a point
ner and avoiding all unnecessary
“Let the banks tell the people of where they are larger than those of
waste. That will shorten the war, les
their communities and their authori any other country, but the percentage
sen its cost, make its result sure, and
ties, the mayors and governors, that of the gold reserves against deposits
prove a source of strength for all time
this is not the time for cities to be and notes has decreased. This is a
to come. Few have in easy times
spending money on public works; familiar phenomenon in time of war
given the matter much thought or
rather, should they be considering the and to a certain extent, perhaps, un
realized how much of the possible
suspension of existing work with the avoidable, but it must, nevertheless, proposal as meriting every favorable
wealth of this country for the com
view of releasing men and material be our constant concern to keep every consideration "but question how an 8
fort of its people has failed to be
for the use of the government and so dangerous tendency in the banking or 10 per cent, levy on capital wealth
brought forth, and how much that has
as not to compete with the govern situation under control, and particular could be carried out."
been produced has been wasted in the
“ The wealth of England is not in
ment for the savings of the people, ly to retard the too rapid expension of
process. Tw o years of the discipline
thereby weakening the ability of the banking credit as far as this can be money— it would be easy to take that
we are facing may be made to impress
government to place its loans,”
done without jeopardizing the main —-but in lands and houses, merchan
the lesson so that it will give a higher
business
of the country at this time— dise, stocks going business enterprises.
Economize Credit, Too
character to the people, to their own
The owners of that capital wealth
the
winning
of the wrar."
Fully as important as economy of
enduring satisfaction.
could not raise the money to pay.
goods is economy of credit, and its lim
"There are Y&rioUs ways of making
They might be compelled to turn over
itation as far as possible to essentials
AS
TO
PAYING
A
WAR-DEBT
BY
this lesson attractive, which is the
to the Government a share in their
of the w’ar, the board declares.
best way of teaching juiy lesson, and
ownership,
but if this were not liqui
CONSCRIPTION
OF
WEALTH
“W a r financing in the last analy
getting it most readily accepted. One
dated,
the
debt
of England could not
Cable
dispatches
have
reported
dis
sis,” says the statement, “means put
of them is just now being presented
ting the government in possession of cussion in England, and newspapers
as a real novelty in giving all the peo
goods and services. Financing by loans have dicussed here, a suggestion that
ple a chance to become creditors of
means the sale to the government of Great Britain, when the war is over,
their country to which they have owed
goods on credit. To win the war our should make a drastic conscription of
so much, making it their grateful
government and the governments with private wealth in order to write off at
debtor. The Government has already
which we are associated must have once the enormous cost of the war so
obligated itself for this one fiscal year
goods and services. It is of as much that its burden of debt, wi\h heavy
to devote nearly $20,000,000,000 to the
importance, therefore, that the govern taxes for years to come, shall not
expense of the w ar and it will all have
ment. should be helped to obtain the handicap British industry and enter
to come out of the fruits of labor and
goods it requires as it is that it should prise in future generations. This de
enterprise in one way or another. It
be helped to procure the credit it re mand first arose as a Radical measure
w ill not all be expended in the one
and was then taken up by organized
quires with which to pay for goods.
year, but it will have to be liberally
property"In neither respect are the Am eri labor forces. Conservative
Now She is Strong and
added to afterward to carry out all the
can people as yet co-operating to a owming elements had generally been
work for which it is provided. The
Hearty
sufficient degree; primarily
because
Philadelphia, Pa.— “I was over
expenditure is not in money, which is
they have not yet been adequately im
worked, run down, nervous, could not
only a means of gathering, exchang
pressed with the paramount import
eat or sleep. I felt like crying all the
ing, and distributing the real substance
time. I tried different remedies with
ance of their co-operation— they have
that has to be used up.
It is in the
out benefit. The doctor said it was a
not yet been made thoroughly to real
things that must be used for the sup
wonder I was alive, and when Vinol
ize the fact that the success or failure
was given me I began to improve.
port of armies and for all the supplies
of the wrar— in brief, the fate of the
I have taken eight bottles and am
that war-operations require, while
now strong and perfectly healthy in
country— lies in their hands.’
in the night — the sudden cramp —
enough must be left for the support of
every respect, and have gained in
the dangerous chill — the aching
Saving and Serving
those who are doing the work at home.
weight.
I can not praise Vinol
throat — the throbbing sprain —
Banks are urged to tell the people
enough.”— Mrs. Sarah A . Jones, 1025
Experience and observation are the
the sudden pain from many other
Nevada St., Philadelphia, Pa.
greatest teachers in the practical that by saving they serve their councommon ills are quickly halted by
W e guarantee Vinol to make over
try
in
these
four
ways:
things of life, rather than schools and
worked, weak women strong or re
(1
)—
They
enable
our
own
govern
books, and they are now teaching this
turn your money. Formula on evgry
ment and our allied governments to
bottle. This is your protection.
great lesson.
obtain the goods required witli the re
H A T H E W A Y D R U G CO., H O U L T O N
“The opportunity that is to be offer
quisite speed. As everybody knows,
ed to the people for loaning $2,000,000,000 "«t le a s t ' to th e lrG o v e rn m e n t tlme is a m08t Important factor at this
the “ first aid n for human ills for
over 100 years. Whether you need
right away, without deducting any- Juncture- Coal- copper’ 8teel and food'
it internally or externally, you’ll
thing from 1U regular sources of ln- ,8tuft8 are ca8e8 ln P °lnt
find this soothing, healing, pain
(2 )— By saving goods not required
come, Is presented In the form of
destroying anodyne an ever ready
by the government they release cor
what are called W ar-savings Certifi
responding quantities for export to
cates. This plad is not yet fully un
other countries in exchange for which
derstood, as a special committee has
been working it up for only a short
time in cooperation with the Treasury
Department, and is just completing
its preparation. Those certificates will
run for five years and yield 4 per cent
interest to the lender, and this will
come ln a novel way.

OVERWORKED,
TIRED WOMAN
TOOK VINOL

A Cry
of Distress

Catarrh of Stomach
Did Not Know It
Mrs. Selena Tanner, Athens, Ohio,

writes: "I cannot find words to ex
press my thanks for your kind ad
vice. I never once thought I had ca
tarrh of the stomach. I commenced
taking Peruna, as you directed. My
stomach continued to hurt me for
about two weeks after I began the
medicine, and then it stopped. I now
have a good appetite, while before
I was nearly starved.”
Those who object to liquid medi
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.

Nearly
Starved

PERUNA
M ade M e W e ll

ENTERPRISE
Young men should look forward to the time when they
can start in business for themselves— and they should
havethe enterprise to not only start a fund for that pur
pose, but keep constantly adding to it.
BANK

W ITH

US.

MAINE

JOHNSON'S
eSSISS L IN IM E N T

Angel of M ercy

To Assist Investors in the
Preparation of Income Tax Reports

That Is, a certificate may be obtain
ed for 94.12, for which $5 will be re
turned when it is due. This will in
clude the interest compounded every
three months and relieve the holder
of all care or calculations. But it will
not be necessary to pay over even the
14.12 all at once. It may be furnished
gradually by taking a 25-cent stamp
per week, to be had at any post-office
and various other places of easy ac
cess until'the sum is made up. There
may be multiples of what is in effect
a flve-dollar unit up to a thousand
dollars, but no more.
There is an
other exceptional advantage ln this
particular loan. Not only may it be
readily spread all over the country and
distributed among its hundred-million
and over people of all ages and condi
tions, but, if need be, any certificate
can be disposed of at Its full value
with accrued interest at any time or
ft may be redeemed in like manner
under simple rules. Plain instructions

We have prepared a revised edition of

Quotations of
Public Utility Securities
as of March 1, 1913

H E prices on ( "basses, Touring Cars and Runabouts
have not advanced—but how long the present prices
will continue we cannot say. Buy your car NOW—
when reasonable delivery is possible on all models
excepting enclosed types. Later on lack of material and
other abnormal conditions may bring a recurrence of long
delays in securing cars,

T

The Income Tax Law provides in effect that the market
price on ‘March 1, 1913, shall be used as a basis for de.
termining the profit or loss resulting from th e sal e o f
securities which were purchased prior to March 1, 1913

Copy of this book may he had on request

B onbright & Com pany

BUY

Incorporated

use

R. A, & E. I.. MANNING,, MANAGERS

Shawmut Bank,
New York

Philadelphia

Building,

Chicago

London

Paris

HAROLD P. MARSH, Representative, 15 State St., Bangor

cannot get it. If you intend purchasing a F O R D C A R within the
next twelve months, place your order and take delivery as soon as
possible.

A

for it are to be Issued.
“N ow there are great advantages in
this savings certificate loan
It will
come out of what would not otherwise
be saved, and so deduct nothing from
the resources which the Government
or the industries and business are
making use of. It w ill draw nothing
out while turning a generous sum in
for the support of the cause in which
the country is engaged with its man
power and its financial power. Then
It w ill give all the people of the c o u n -!
try, the families of which they are
made up, men, women, and growing
children, a direct Interest in what it
is doing. It will stimulate the spirit
o f loyalty and patriotism and a keen
Interest In what is going on. It will
lead to a better understanding of what
Is at stake and what free government
means for them and for nations gener
ally. It will not only help substantial
ly In carrying on the w ar for a great
purpose1 until that Is accomplished,
but w ill help to insure a peace which
w lU last and prevent the need of any
•uch terrible sacrifice ln the world
ft wlU help to carry civiliza-

j

and insure yourself against tedious and

perhaps expensive waiting at a time when you will want the car and

Boston

Detroit

N O W — I M M E D I A T E L Y — Even if you do not intend to

the car until spring,

C h a s s is
R unabout

F o rd in use is w o rth tw o on o rd er
$329
345

T o u r in g C a r
C o u p e le t

$360
560

T o w n Car
Sedan.

O n e T o n W o r m D r iv e Truelc C h a s s is

$64$
t$ f

$$M

T h e s e p r ic e s t. o. b , D etro it
1 ■1 11

Demands <jf the Present
A n d

F u t u r e

The demands of both present and

future are increased saving. N o one knows'hovv much
he can accomplish in thw iine until he has thoroughly
tried.
A little sacrifice in luxuries now niav mean more
comforts later on.
St*irt an r ec ount with us.

Houlti

4 per cent interest paid on Savings Accounts.

H ot

nr-:
r*

Berry & Benn
Authorized Sales and Service Station
B angor S treet, ffoulton
Branch at Island Falls

